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14 september 2009

the hon. Kate Ellis Mp
Minister for sport
parliament house
Canberra ACt 2601

dear Minister

i am pleased to present the Australian sports Anti-doping Authority’s annual report for the 
financial year ending 30 June 2009.

this report has been prepared in accordance with section 63 of the Public Service Act 1999 
and section 49 of the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1999.

this report also complies with section 74(1) of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority 
Act 2006 and is in line with the Requirements for annual reports that were approved by 
the Joint Committee of public Accounts and Audit (dated 17 June 2009).

yours sincerely

Richard Ings 
Chair 
Australian sports Anti-doping Authority
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GuIDE TO ThIs REpORT

puRpOsE

this report provides a detailed account of the operations and performance of the Australian sports 
Anti-doping Authority (AsAdA) for the financial year ending 30 June 2009. it has been prepared 
for the Minister for sport, to be tabled in both houses of the parliament of Australia. Additional 
information has been included to meet the needs of AsAdA’s stakeholders.

sTRuCTuRE

the report is divided into five chapters plus the appendixes:

PP overview – a review of the year by the AsAdA Chair and an outline of AsAdA’s role, functions 
and structure

PP Report on performance – reference to our Agency Budget statement and a report on the way we 
have performed against our outcome and outputs

PP Management and accountability – a report on our management practices, including corporate 
governance, external scrutiny and management of human resources

PP Financial information – our financial management and our audited statements 

PP Australian Sports Drug Medical Advisory Committee – the committee’s functions, members 
and output

PP Appendixes – additional information, including doping control statistics, staffing statistics and 
freedom of information requests. 

ACCEss

the whole report is available on our website at www.asada.gov.au in both htMl and pdF formats.
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MEssAGE FROM ThE ChAIR

this annual report is the fourth release by ASADA since its launch in 
March 2006. the reporting year 2008–09 has been a year of major 
progress for ASADA in delivering on its mission to protect Australia’s 
sporting integrity through the elimination of doping. 

throughout the year we were successful in delivering our required 
outcomes for the Australian government and in maintaining our position 
of leadership in the delivery of world-class anti-doping.

our ongoing commitment to quality was highlighted by the continued 
certification of our management system against the international 
organization for standardization (iso) 9001:2008 requirements. A 
detailed, independent re-certification audit conducted by the certification 
body again highlighted our continued compliance with this important 
quality standard. 

during the year AsAdA collaborated with international partners to promote shared learning and 
international best practice in anti-doping programs. this included liaison with the World Anti-doping 
Agency, international Anti-doping Arrangement (iAdA) steering group, Association of national 
Anti-doping organisations as well as other international engagements. Australian athletes can be 
confident that AsAdA’s open and constructive relationships with these key international anti-doping 
organisations will continue to strengthen the worldwide anti-doping regime and drive a level playing 
field in sports.

Beijing 2008

the Beijing olympics in August 2008 represented the conclusion of a year-long anti-doping 
partnership between AsAdA and the Australian olympic Committee (AoC) designed to ensure that 
the cleanest possible team from Australia represented us in Beijing. that anti-doping partnership 
resulted in the most comprehensive anti-doping measures yet put in place for an Australian olympic 
team. the success of that program, which included over 2,000 tests of olympic and shadow team 
members, ensured that Australia’s outstanding performance at the games would not be tainted 
by any suggestion of the use of performance-enhancing drugs. We congratulate the Australian 
olympic team, the AoC and the Australian summer olympic sports Federations for their unfailing 
commitment to pure performance in sport.

We have remained focused on reinforcing our significant anti-doping capability as we delivered our 
Australian government outputs in the areas of deterrence, detection and enforcement.

ASADA CHAIR, 
riChArd ings
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deterrence program

A key deterrence program during the reporting year was the implementation of the new World Anti-
doping Code (the Code) by 1 January 2009. Following a two-year period of international consultation, 
the new Code represents the next iteration of the common fight against doping in sport.

the new Code expands and defines how anti-doping organisations should manage possible doping 
violations such as possession, trafficking and administration, where a positive test may not be 
available to support the case. As a leader in successfully applying investigations and intelligence 
techniques for detecting serious doping violations, we welcome these important changes to the Code.

the implementation of the new Code was a significant undertaking, as the revision involved a major 
redraft of a core piece of AsAdA legislation in the form of the national Anti-doping (nAd) scheme. 
Additionally, we were required to re-draft the anti-doping policy template for Australian national sporting 
organisations (nsos) to ensure that each Australian sport would have a Code-compliant policy in 
place by 1 January 2009. We would like to thank the 91 Australian sports, including all of Australia’s 
professional sporting organisations, for their patience, professionalism and partnership in moving to 
Code compliance by the World Anti-doping Agency (WAdA) deadline. this unified compliance by 
sporting bodies demonstrated Australia’s commitment to the harmonisation of pure performance. 

since AsAdA’s launch in 2006, we have committed to deliver comprehensive anti-doping education 
programs to athletes and support personnel around Australia. Education plays a critical role in the 
fight against doping in sport by making the athletes of today and athletes of tomorrow aware of 
the health risks and consequences of doping. our education programs also seek to instil values 
of competing fairly and cleanly as well as providing information about how to avoid inadvertently 
violating doping rules through ingestion of a common medication.

the 2008–09 AsAdA Education service Charter was a critical AsAdA program to deliver the message 
of pure performance to the broadest possible audience in an informative and engaging way.

our forecast of 8,000 attendees was exceeded when over 10,500 athletes and support personnel 
attended one of our 221 education sessions delivered across Australia during the reporting year. 

As in previous years, surveys of attendees highlighted the importance of the Education service 
Charter and that our key messages of pure performance were being effectively delivered. 

ASADA outReACH SeSSIon  
At thE 2009 AustrAliAn AgE  
sWiMMing ChAMpionships
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the feedback also highlighted the changing needs of athletes for anti-doping education. young 
people today have embraced internet and mobile phone technology as their preferred means of 
convenient access to information and education. Whereas the past focus was on face-to-face 
sessions, the future of anti-doping education is likely to include online content and access to 
information through mobile technologies. our challenge going forward will be to invest in new 
technology platforms to provide engaging, ‘on demand’ education for athletes and support personnel 
around the country, through a combination of face-to-face and online delivery. We are currently 
exploring delivery options for education using these kinds of emerging technologies.

detection program

We continue to refine and expand on a detection program that is one of the most comprehensive 
in international sport. Any Australian athlete involved in doping today stands a greater chance of 
detection as a result of our ability to combine the strengths of testing with the capability to investigate 
allegations of doping through our partnerships and information-sharing arrangements with other 
specified organisations.

As a result, any athlete involved in sophisticated doping cannot be assured that, even if they beat a 
single test, their doping has gone undetected. We have the ability to store selected urine and blood 
samples for up to the eight-year statute of limitations on a doping offence, to allow for the application 
of new technology to detect doping. through our partnerships with agencies such as the Australian 
Customs and Border protection service (Customs and Border protection), all incidents of importing 
doping substances through the internet or carrying banned substances through airports are referred 
to us. in each case, the matters are examined to determine if there are any links to Australian sport.

this comprehensive capability to detect doping is proving successful. through a coordinated  
strategy that combined 7,498 blood and urine tests with 32 investigations, and the analysis of  
1,614 performance and image Enhancing drugs referrals by Customs and Border protection,  
29 athletes and support personnel were placed on the register of Findings (roF) during the reporting 
year. this continues the trend, evident since the launch of AsAdA, of our expanded anti-doping 
capability making it significantly more likely that athletes involved in doping will get caught.

While Australia has a proud history of competing doping-free, our detection program ensures that the 
few athletes who seek to enhance their performance through doping are more likely to be detected 
than ever before.

AuStRAlIAn CuStoMS AnD boRDeR 
pRoteCtIon SeRVICe, nAtionAl MAnAgEr 
invEstigAtions,  riChArd JAnECZKo And 
AsAdA ChAir, riChArd ings during A 
prEsEntAtion oF sEiZEd pErForMAnCE 
And iMAgE EnhAnCing drugs
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Enforcement program

A key Australian government output for AsAdA is in the preparation and presentation of anti-doping 
cases to independent sporting tribunals. our Enforcement program is designed to ensure that 
athletes subject to allegations of doping are treated fairly and transparently, in accordance with the 
principles of natural justice enshrined in our legislation and under the Code and the relevant sport’s 
anti-doping policy. the decision about what sanction an athlete should receive for a doping violation 
is a matter for the anti-doping tribunal for the relevant sport.

during the year we determined that 29 athletes and support personnel had cases to answer for 
breaking anti-doping rules. these cases, and cases progressing from the previous reporting year, saw 
us involved in 28 matters where sporting tribunals elected to impose sanctions, or where athletes 
accepted the required sanction under the Code. none of our decisions to place an athlete in the roF 
were overturned by an appeals panel. 

We also continued to be successful in enforcing sanctions against athletes for violations of anti-
doping rules for using substances that could not be detected through a traditional test. We are a 
world leader in presenting so-called non-analytical cases, where evidence from non-testing sources 
is used to satisfy a sporting tribunal of a violation of anti-doping rules. during the reporting year, 
38 per cent of our successful case prosecutions of serious doping violations were secured without a 
traditional positive test. 

support programs

As a statutory Australian government agency, we continue to deliver on our requirements for robust 
governance and financial management. 

in fully delivering on our Australian government outcomes, AsAdA had a reportable surplus for the 
year of $0.351m as a result of tight financial management. the mid-year tightening of activity has 
provided us with capital funds for an expanded level of capital purchases in 2009–10 and 2010–11, 
in particular, to ensure it systems which house private and confidential data will continue to provide 
the highest level of functionality and data security.

internally, we demonstrated strong resource management, and corporate and operational planning 
throughout 2008–09. Major achievements include implementation of a new strategic plan, a revised 
organisational structure, completion of a Cost recovery review and a new collective agreement. 

We continued to invest in our people through learning and development programs, and through work 
experience opportunities. staff also participated in numerous domestic and international forums. We 
are delighted to confirm that, following on from the assistance provided by our world-class doping 
control staff during the Beijing olympics, some of our people have been invited to work as doping 
Control officers at the 2012 london olympics.

in the 2009–10 Budget, the Australian government approved $54.5 million over four years 
for AsAdA activities. For AsAdA to receive this funding in a difficult budget environment 
demonstrates Australia’s commitment to pure performance in sport and our capability to deliver on 
that commitment. 
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the year ahead

during 2009–10 we will continue to expand on our capability to achieve pure performance with a key 
focus on the following areas:

PP implementation of new governance arrangements for AsAdA, including changes to the Australian 
Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 2006 (AsAdA Act) following the completion of a review by the 
department of health and Ageing

PP pure performance programs in partnership with the AoC for the 2010 vancouver olympics,  
and the Commonwealth games Association for the 2010 Commonwealth games in india, and

PP launch of an online tool to allow users to search for a medication or substance and find out 
whether it is prohibited or permitted in sport.

the successful delivery of AsAdA’s mission to protect Australian sport from doping relies on the 
partnership of many stakeholders across Australian and international sport. on behalf of the AsAdA 
members, i want to thank our dedicated and committed staff as well as athletes and sports across 
Australia for their commitment to clean sport.

i also wish to thank the Minister for sport, the hon. Kate Ellis Mp, for her support of AsAdA as 
demonstrated by her attendance at AsAdA events. in particular AsAdA welcomed the Minister’s 
announcement of extra funding for AsAdA in the 2009–10 Budget.

the year ahead promises new opportunities as we continue to seek a level playing field in Australian 
and international sport. AsAdA will continue to take a leadership role in the global fight against 
doping in sport.

 
Richard Ings

Chair
Australian sports Anti-doping Authority
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ABOuT us

snapshot of AsAdA

OuR VIsION

Australia’s driving force for pure performance in sport.

OuR MIssION

To protect Australia’s sporting integrity through the elimination of doping.

LEGIsLATIVE BAsIs

AsAdA is the Australian national anti-doping organisation, established in 2006. it is the entity with 
prime responsibility for the Australian government’s commitment, through its acceptance of the 
united nations Educational, scientific and Cultural organization (unEsCo) Convention against 
doping in sport, to implement the principles of the Code.

AsAdA is an Australian government body corporate within the health and Ageing portfolio. AsAdA 
operates under the AsAdA Act and the Australian sports Anti-doping Authority regulations 2006 
(AsAdA regulations), including the national Anti-doping scheme. AsAdA is a prescribed agency 
for the purposes of the Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 (the FMA Act) and its 
operations are subject to the Public Service Act 1999.

AsAdA’s activities are governed by its legislative framework and its obligations to implement the 
Code, the prohibited list and the international standard for testing (ist).

MINIsTER

AsAdA reports to the hon. Kate Ellis Mp, Minister for sport. the powers of the responsible Minister in 
relation to AsAdA include those outlined in appendix d.
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ROLE AND FuNCTIONs

the Australian government, through AsAdA, aims to develop a sporting culture free from doping 
in which performance is purely dependent on an athlete’s talent, determination, training, courage 
and honesty. to achieve this pure performance, AsAdA works to provide a comprehensive anti-
doping program for the Australian sporting community, encompassing deterrence, detection and 
enforcement activities.

our primary functions include:

PP doping control 

PP education 

PP investigations of possible anti-doping rule violations (Adrvs)

PP presentation of cases at hearings 

PP monitoring nsos for their compliance with the AsAdA legislation and the Code. 

the functions, powers and delegations of AsAdA (in accordance with the AsAdA legislation) are 
explained in appendix E.

VALuEs

developing a level playing field in sport is the foundation of a successful strategy to deter the use of 
prohibited substances and methods in sport.

We have clear legislative powers to manage potential doping violations, such as the presence and use 
of prohibited substances. We work positively with athletes, support personnel and sports to ensure 
education is tailored to their specific needs.

our priority is to protect clean athletes, and the sports in which they compete, through comprehensive 
education and awareness-raising around the risks and the repercussions of doping.

As Australia’s driving force for pure performance, we strive to shape an agenda that achieves a level 
playing field in Australian and international sport.

We are committed to the Australian public service (Aps) values as set out in the public service 
Act. As an organisation, we also strive to be respected for the results we achieve for the Australian 
community and our:

PP integrity 

PP professionalism 

PP ethical and fair decision-making 

PP passion and commitment 

PP agility. 
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ORGANIsATIONAL sTRuCTuRE

during 2008–09 we continued to refine our organisational structure to better reflect our strategic 
direction. the following organisational chart reflects our structure at 30 June 2009.

Figure 1: Organisational structure at 30 June 2009

ChAIR/ChIEF ExECuTIVE OFFICER

ANTI-DOpING pROGRAMs AND LEGAL sERVICEs

INVEsTIGATIONs AND INTELLIGENCE

NATIONAL TEsTING AND spORTs OpERATIONs

LEGAL sERVICEs AND REsuLTs MANAGEMENT

sTRATEGIC pARTNERshIps

CORpORATE sERVICEs

FINANCE AND sTRATEGy

huMAN REsOuRCEs

MARkETING AND COMMuNICATIONs

INFORMATION AND sECuRITy
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AusTRALIA’s ANTI-DOpING FRAMEWORk

Figure 2 shows Australia’s anti-doping framework and its mechanism for implementing the principles 
of the Code.

Figure 2: Australia’s anti-doping framework 

National sporting organisations

PP Abide by the anti-doping rules 
for sporting administration 
bodies

PP Adopt anti-doping policies 
consistent with the anti-doping 
rules for athletes, support 
personnel and sporting 
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PP Advise AsAdA of any possible 
violations of the anti-doping rules

PP Facilitate and cooperate with 
AsAdA functions including 
testing, investigations and 
presentation of cases

PP sanction athletes when required

Australian sports Commission

PP receives reports from AsAdA 
on compliance of sporting 
administration bodies with  
the rules

PP takes AsAdA reports into 
account in funding decisions

Athletes and support personnel

PP Abide by the anti-doping  
rules for athletes and  
support personnel

PP Comply with the anti-doping 
requirements of the relevant 
sport

WADA accredited laboratories

PP Analyse samples taken from 
athletes

PP research new detection methods

Australian sports Drug 
Medical Advisory Committee

PP provides approvals for 
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PP provides expert medical advice 
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Australian sports  
Anti-Doping Authority

PP sets the anti-doping rules for 
athletes and athlete support 
personnel consistent with the 
World Anti-doping Code

PP investigates possible anti-doping  
rule violations

PP Makes findings related to such 
investigations

PP presents findings at hearings of 
the Court of Arbitration for sport 
and other sporting tribunals

PP develops rules for sporting 
administration bodies relating to 
anti-doping

PP Monitors compliance by sporting 
administration bodies with these 
rules

PP notifies the Australian sports 
Commission about the extent of 
this compliance

PP delivers anti-doping education

MINIsTER FOR spORT 
thE hon. KAtE Ellis Mp

Australian sports Anti-Doping Authority Chair and Members
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AsADA MEMBERs

the AsAdA members operate in accordance with powers and functions prescribed under the 
AsAdA Act and the nAd scheme. the AsAdA Act provides for the appointment of a Chair and up 
to six members (including a deputy Chair) by the Minister for sport. the Chair has additional Chief 
Executive functions and powers under the Financial Management and Accountability Act and the 
public service Act.

Key activities to which AsAdA members contributed in 2008–09 included:

PP the introduction and implementation of the new nAd scheme that incorporates the  
1 January 2009 changes to the Code and general administrative amendments 

PP reporting on the compliance of nsos to the Code

PP approval of major AsAdA policies such as the Athlete Whereabouts policy, the Education 
Framework and the strategic Communications plan

PP input into the Australian government’s submission to WAdA on the draft 2010 prohibited list

PP approval of AsAdA’s 2009–10 test distribution plan (tdp)

PP input into, and approval of, the AsAdA strategic plan 2008–11 

PP operating the Anti-doping rule violation Committee, as a sub-committee of the members

PP decisions as required under the AsAdA Act and the nAd scheme.

Table 1: ASADA member details at 30 June 2009

position Name Date commenced Date ending

Meetings 
eligible to 

attend
Meetings 
attended

Chair Mr richard ings 14 March 2006 13 september 2009 8 7

Member
deputy Chair 

dr Brian sando* 14 March 2006 28 March 2010 8 8

Member Mr John Black 14 March 2006 31 december 2009 8 6

Member Ms Jennifer Clark 14 March 2006 13 June 2011 8 8

Member professor Andrew Mclachlan 14 March 2006 28 March 2010 8 8

deputy Chair Mr geoff levy# 14 March 2006 30 december 2008 5 5

Member Ms nicole livingstone^ 14 March 2006 15 december 2008 4 3

*  dr sando was appointed as deputy Chair on 12 March 2009. dr sando’s appointment as deputy Chair  
ends on 31 december 2009.

# Mr levy resigned from his appointment with effect from 30 december 2008.
^ Ms livingstone resigned from her appointment with effect from 15 december 2008.
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Mr Richard Ings (Chair)

richard ings was appointed as AsAdA’s first Chair with the launch of AsAdA on 14 March 2006. 
Before this, Mr ings was the Chief Executive officer of the Australian sports drug Agency. For five 
years Mr ings had held the position of Executive vice president, rules and Competition, with the Atp 
tour, the governing body of the men’s professional tennis circuit, where he was responsible for that 
sport’s anti-doping and anti-corruption programs. 

Dr brian Sando oAM (Deputy Chair)

dr Brian sando is a sports medicine practitioner, the Chair of the Australian olympic Committee’s 
Medical Commission and a member of the Commonwealth games Federation Medical Commission. 
dr sando has worked as Medical officer to seven Australian olympic teams (four as senior Medical 
director) and is a former president of sports Medicine Australia. he is also a member of WAdA’s 
health, Medical and research Committee and the FinA doping Control review Board. dr sando is 
Chair of AsAdA’s Adrv Committee. 

Mr John black (Member)

John Black, a former senator for Queensland, chaired the senate inquiry into drugs in sport that 
led to the establishment of what was then the Australian sports drug Agency, and the design of drug 
testing regimes for Australian sport.

Ms Jennifer Clark (Member)

Jennifer Clark is a non-executive director with an extensive background in business and finance. 
she has been on various Australian government boards since 1991, including the Australian sports 
Commission and the Australian sports Foundation. Ms Clark is Chair of AsAdA’s Audit Committee.

professor Andrew Mclachlan (Member)

professor Andrew Mclachlan is a pharmacist, teacher and researcher at the university of sydney 
and Concord hospital, with expertise in clinical pharmacology and drug testing. An educator of 
pharmacists and other health professionals, professor Mclachlan is also a consultant to industry and 
government in the evaluation and safe use of medicines.

ASADA MeMbeRS l-R 
proF AndrEW MClAChlAn,  
Ms JEnniFEr ClArK,  
Mr riChArd ings (ChAir), 
dr BriAn sAndo And  
Mr John BlACK
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ANTI-DOpING RuLE VIOLATION (ADRV) COMMITTEE

section 47(i)(b) of the AsAdA Act allows AsAdA to delegate functions and powers to a committee 
consisting of two or more AsAdA members. 

the Anti-doping rule violation (Adrv) Committee is one of these committees. it meets fortnightly 
and its core membership is made up of three AsAdA members: dr Brian sando (Chair), Mr richard 
ings and professor Andrew Mclachlan. the meetings are not restricted to these three members – all 
members may attend. 

the functions of the Adrv Committee include:

PP to determine, based on AsAdA legal services’ recommendations, whether AsAdA should issue 
a ‘show cause’ notification letter to athletes or support personnel who have potentially committed 
Adrvs

PP to determine, based on legal services’ recommendations, whether there is sufficient evidence  
to make a finding of a possible Adrv and thus place the relevant details onto the roF

PP to make recommendations to sport of the appropriate sanction or consequence for Adrvs

PP to review AsAdA’s result management functions, and monitor laboratory reports of elevated  
testosterone/epitestosterone ratios (or other naturally occurring hormones), and 

PP to review the progress of AsAdA’s testing and investigation activities.

the Adrv Committee also decides whether any tribunal decision – such as decisions by the 
Administrative Appeals tribunal or the Court of Arbitration for sport – should be subject to appeal 
by AsAdA, in cases where AsAdA has a right of appeal. it also gives guidance to management on 
matters related to testing, investigations, result management, or legal services actions.

Table 2: ASADA members’ attendance at ADRV Committee meetings 2008–09

Date of meeting
Dr Brian  

sando (Chair)

prof Andrew 
McLachlan 

(Deputy Chair)
Richard 

Ings
Jennifer 
Clark

John 
Black

Geoff 
Levy

Nicole 
Livingstone

1 July 08   

9 July 08   

23 July 08   

6 Aug 08   

20 Aug 08   

3 sept 08   

16 sept 08      

1 oct 08    

15 oct 08    

29 oct 08    

26 nov 08    

10 dec 08    

21 Jan 09    – –

4 Feb 09    – –

18 Feb 09    – –

4 Mar 09    – –
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Date of meeting
Dr Brian  

sando (Chair)

prof Andrew 
McLachlan 

(Deputy Chair)
Richard 

Ings
Jennifer 
Clark

John 
Black

Geoff 
Levy

Nicole 
Livingstone

18 Mar 09    – –

1 April 09    – –

15 April 09    – –

1 May 09    – –

13 May 09     – –

27 May 09    – –

10 June 09      – –

24 June 09    – –

totAl 23 18 19 9 4 2 2

highlights from 2008–09

PP implementing the new Code and related international standards via revisions to the nAd scheme, 
and changes to internal policies and procedures, including AsAdA’s sample Collection Manual.

PP Approving the revised anti-doping policies of 91 recognised and/or funded nsos for compliance 
with the Code. 

PP increasing pure performance programs, including the union Cycliste internationale-sanctioned 
tour down under in January 2009 and completing the pre-Beijing olympic Anti-doping program.

PP Working with the Australian olympic Committee on the Australian youth olympic Festival in 
February 2009. 

PP Conducting testing at the 2008 rugby league World Cup.

PP Attaining a greater proportion of non-analytical entries onto the register of Findings as a result of 
an expanded and enhanced investigative framework.

PP successfully retaining iso accreditation.

PP receiving international recognition of our anti-doping model, particularly our investigative 
framework, through the uK government’s announcement of an agency modelled on AsAdA,  
to be launched by 1 January 2010.

PP successfully negotiating and implementing the AsAdA Collective Agreement 2009–12. 

PP delivering the 2008–09 staff learning and development program. 

PP implementing the strategic plan and moving to a new organisational structure. 

PP delivering 221 anti-doping education activities to 10,530 athletes and support personnel.

PP Completing the Cost recovery review.

PP Enhancing our financial management framework.
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outlook for 2009–10

PP implementation of new governance arrangements for AsAdA, including changes to the AsAdA 
Act following the completion of a review by the department of health and Ageing.

PP Enhanced pure performance programs, including for athletes preparing for the vancouver Winter 
olympic games and the delhi Commonwealth games.

PP An enhanced testing detection strategy, with particular focus on blood and serum analysis.

PP A pilot of our online education to expand the accessibility of our education offering.

PP launch of a new AsAdA website.

PP introduction of an online tool to allow users to search for a medication or substance and determine 
if it is prohibited or permitted in sport.

PP Expansion of our existing close partnership with the Australian olympic Committee.

PP implementation of a stakeholder Engagement Framework with an enhanced focus on sports and 
athletes, both nationally and internationally. 

PP improvements to our Management of information and data strategic plan, including increased 
knowledge management and digital preservation.

PP updates of our Fraud Control and risk Management plans.

PP An increased focus on workforce planning, including succession planning.

PP involvement in the whole-of-government move to internet protocol version 6.

ASADA eXeCutIVe teAM l-R 
gEEthA nAir (gEnErAl MAnAgEr 
Anti-doping progrAMs And 
lEgAl sErviCEs), 
riChArd ings (ChAir) 
And KEvin isAACs  
(ChiEF opErAting oFFiCEr)





DETERRENCE ·  DETECTION ·  ENFORCEMENT

REpORT ON  
pERFORMANCE

outcome 1

output 1.1 – deterrence program

output 1.2 – detection program 

output 1.3 – Enforcement program 

02
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our performance reporting is based on our outcome and output structure, as reported in the 
2008–09 Agency Budget statement.

OuTCOME AND OuTpuT sTRuCTuRE

As shown in figure 3, we have three output groups contributing to achieve our outcome of ‘the 
protection of Australia’s sporting integrity’. our output groups are: 

PP output Group 1.1 – deterrence program: deterrence is achieved through the provision of 
education, including building awareness with athletes, support personnel and other stakeholders.

PP output Group 1.2 – detection program: detection is achieved through the coordinated 
implementation of an integrated program of intelligence gathering, targeted testing and 
investigation.

PP output Group 1.3 – Enforcement program: Enforcement is achieved through managing cases 
of possible Adrvs and presenting these cases to the Court of Arbitration for sport (CAs), other 
sporting tribunals, and the Administrative Appeals tribunal (AAt).

Figure 3: ASADA’s outcome and output structure 2008–09

outCoMe 1
thE protECtion oF AustrAliA’s sporting intEgrity through EliMinAting doping

output 1.1
dEtErrEnCE progrAM

output 1.2
dEtECtion progrAM

output 1.3
EnForCEMEnt progrAM

OuTpuT ChANGE

there were no changes to our outcome or output groups during 2008–09. our 2008–09 Agency 
Budget statement set out revised key performance indicators, taking into account the evolution of 
our organisation and operational activities. 
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OuTCOME 1

table 3 shows how the 2008–09 budget appropriations translate to total resourcing for outcome 1, 
including revenue from government (appropriation), or other resources available to be used and the 
total price of outputs.

Table 3: Resources for Outcome 1

(1) Budget 2008–09 
$’000

(2) Actual 2008–09 
$’000

Variation (column 2 
minus column 1) 

$’000

output 1.1 Deterrence program

Administered expenses
(including third party outputs) 0 0 0

departmental outputs 3,753 4,392 639

output 1.2 Detection program

Administered expenses
(including third party outputs) 0 0 0

departmental outputs 8,660 8,053 (607)

output 1.3 enforcement program

Administered expenses
(including third party outputs) 0 0 0

departmental outputs 2,099 1,567 (532)

total for outcome 1

Administered 0 0 0

departmental 14,512 14,012 (500)

Average staffing level 66 69 3
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CAsE sTuDy: 2009 World Anti-Doping Code implementation

Changes to the World Anti-doping Code – and its associated international standards – came 
into operation around the world on 1 January 2009.

Key changes introduced by the new Code and standards include:

PP a more flexible regime for imposing sanctions for Adrvs

PP changes to how athletes seek exemptions for therapeutic use of prohibited substances

PP increased harmonisation of athletes’ requirements to provide whereabouts information, 
and

PP the introduction of a fifth international standard – the international standard for the 
protection of privacy and personal information.

AsAdA undertook a major project in 2008 to ensure Australia implemented the principles of 
the Code and maintained its commitment under the unEsCo Convention against doping in 
sport. significant components of this project included:

PP a review of the updated Code and associated international standards to assess their 
legislative and operational impacts

PP consultation with all major Australian nsos to ensure their respective anti-doping policies 
complied with the new Code and standards. By 31 december 2008, all nsos that were 
required by the Australian sports Commission to have anti-doping policies in place had 
indeed instituted policies that complied with the new Code and standards 

PP implementation of a revised nAd scheme (tabled in parliament on 13 october 2008), 
taking into account the requirements of the new Code and standards 

PP a review and update of our existing policies and procedures to ensure compliance with the 
new Code and standards, including the AsAdA sample Collection Manual, and

PP a review and update of our existing operational systems to ensure compliance with the 
new Code and international standards.
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OuTpuT 1.1 – DETERRENCE pROGRAM

the outputs delivered under the deterrence program output group include: 

PP ensuring that relevant anti-doping policy and legislative frameworks – such as the nAd scheme 
and sport anti-doping policies – reflect the Australian government’s commitment to the Code and 
to the unEsCo Convention against doping in sport 

PP informing athletes and athlete support personnel of the dangers of doping in sport, to deter them 
from engaging in behaviours that go against the concept of pure performance. this output also 
ensures there is an ongoing move towards consistent policy and procedures, both domestically 
and overseas

PP ensuring all members of the sporting community are aware of their rights and obligations 
in relation to anti-doping in sport by providing a comprehensive and targeted stakeholder 
management, education and support system, and

PP helping sporting organisations to develop, approve and monitor their anti-doping policies. 

this output group’s contribution to our outcome is measured by the successful delivery of an anti-
doping education program, stakeholder interaction, the timely implementation of the Code and 
compliance by sports with the Code and the nAd scheme. 

Table 4: Output Group 1.1 – Deterrence Program

pERFORMANCE INFORMATION 

Indicator 2008–09 reference point or target Result

Effective interaction with 
sporting organisations, athletes 
and other stakeholders to raise 
awareness of AsAdA legislation 
and the Code

All sports organisations, athletes 
and other stakeholders are aware of 
AsAdA legislation and the Code.

of the sporting organisations, athletes  
and other stakeholders responding to  
an independent survey carried out in  
July 2009, 93 per cent were aware of  
the AsAdA legislation and 99 per cent  
were aware of the Code.

delivery of an effective and 
efficient anti-doping education 
program to nsos, athletes and 
athlete support personnel

a) nsos, athletes and athlete 
support personnel satisfaction 
with programs and services 
improves from previous year.

b) deliver on or under budgeted 
expenses.

a) stakeholder surveys demonstrate an 
increase in satisfaction with AsAdA’s 
education service (88 per cent in 2007–08 
to 93 per cent in 2008–09).

b) the education program for 2008–09 was 
delivered 4.7 per cent under budget.

Effective facilitation of the 
implementation of the Code

Amendments to the nAd  
scheme and sport anti-doping  
policy template prepared by  
1 January 2009.

Amendments to the nAd scheme tabled in 
parliament on 13 october 2008 and came 
into effect on 1 January 2009.

AsAdA distributed anti-doping policy 
templates to sports. By 31 december 2008, 
91 nsos recognised and/or funded by the 
Australian sports Commission had anti-
doping policies in place that complied with 
the new Code and standards.
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deterrence

EDuCATION

Consistent with obligations under our legislation and the Code, we plan, implement and monitor the 
effectiveness of anti-doping education programs. Education is a key strategy to decrease the number 
of athletes contemplating doping, reduce inadvertent Adrvs and raise anti-doping awareness 
throughout the Australian sporting community.

EDuCATION sERVICE ChARTER

the 2008–09 AsAdA Education service Charter focused on consolidating the strengths and exploring 
opportunities of the 2007–08 Education service Charter as identified through:

PP the analysis of participant feedback, and 

PP consultation with nsos, Australian athletes, other national anti-doping organisations, and WAdA. 

the result was a targeted and flexible anti-doping education program for athletes at all levels of 
competition and their support personnel, and the continued delivery of face-to-face education 
strategies encompassing: 

PP pure performance Seminars which provide athletes and support personnel with quality anti-
doping education to make sure they are informed and knowledgeable about their anti-doping 
responsibilities and to reduce the risk of athletes inadvertently doping

PP pure performance Athlete Workshops which engage and influence the behaviour of athletes to 
deter them from doping

PP Athlete outreach sessions which teach young athletes about their anti-doping responsibilities in a 
fun, interactive environment, and

PP Coaching Workshops which raise the awareness of coaches and other athlete support personnel 
in relation to their anti-doping responsibilities and encourage them to foster an anti-doping culture 
among their athletes. 

the implementation of the 2008–09 Education service Charter achieved a 38 per cent increase in 
sessions delivered and a 30 per cent increase in participants over the 2007–08 AsAdA Education 
service Charter.

the target for the Education service Charter was to provide 8,000 athletes and support personnel 
with face-to-face anti-doping education. We exceeded this target, with over 10,500 people attending 
over 200 education sessions delivered across Australia.

throughout 2008–09, the Education team delivered 171 Anti-doping Workshops, 43 pure 
performance seminars, four Athlete outreach sessions and three Coaching Workshops. these 
activities included working with professional sports, national and state sporting organisations, key 
support personnel groups and large-scale junior and senior-level national and international events.

Changes to the Code from 1 January 2009 contributed to an increase in demand for our education 
services. this demand accounted for the significant increase in Anti-doping Workshop sessions and 
participants compared with 2007–08 numbers.
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Table 5: Education activities undertaken during 2008–09

program
Number of sessions 

delivered
Number of 

participants

pure performance seminar program 43 3,368

Anti-doping Workshops 171 5,773

Athlete outreach sessions 4 1,323

Coaching Workshops 3 66

total 221 10,530

pARTNERshIps

our Education team continued to work in partnership with a wide range of stakeholders. during 
2008–09 the team:

PP collaborated with WAdA in relation to new education initiatives and models 

PP supported national pharmacies in the development of course materials designed to provide 
pharmacists with the opportunity to develop the necessary up-to-date knowledge of the rules 
relating to the use of drugs in sport at the elite and semi-elite level

PP formed an important part of the pure performance program for the Australian olympic team, 
working closely with the AoC to ensure all Australian athletes going to the Beijing olympics and 
paralympics had the opportunity to receive face-to-face anti-doping education

PP continued to form alliances with Australian athletes in delivering pure performance messages to 
the Australian sporting community 

PP partnered with the victorian department of Education and Early Childhood development to deliver 
a pilot project focusing on anti-doping in community and school sport, and

PP formed an alliance with the AoC to help deliver its live Clean, play Clean program for 2009–10. 

EVALuATION

Athletes, support personnel, nsos and sport medical professionals provided feedback through our 
2009 stakeholder survey. results indicated that:

PP 57 per cent of respondents received face-to-face anti-doping education from AsAdA in the last  
12 months

PP 82 per cent of participants were satisfied or above with AsAdA presentations at education 
sessions

PP 73 per cent of participants were satisfied or above with athlete presentations at education sessions

PP 77 per cent of participants were satisfied or above with the fact sheets provided at education 
sessions, and

PP 64 per cent of participants were satisfied or above with the other publications available at 
education sessions.

Feedback from participants attending our anti-doping education sessions indicated that: 

PP 92 per cent believed that the activities delivered within the seminars and tailored workshops of the 
Education service Charter reduced the risk of inadvertent doping, and 

PP 92 per cent believed that the activities delivered within the athlete workshops of the Education 
service Charter deterred athletes from doping. 
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EDuCATION REsOuRCEs 

to support the face-to-face delivery of our Education Charter, we made a number of resources 
available to athletes and support personnel to further assist their understanding of their 
responsibilities under the AsAdA legislation, the Code and sport anti-doping policies.

during the final six months of 2008, we provided athletes and support personnel with the Pure 
performance in sport dvd, an Anti-doping handbook, a Doping control guide, and an Information 
wallet card. With the introduction of the revised code on 1 January 2009, we distributed additional 
resources, including the 2009 versions of the Prohibited substance and methods guide, the Athlete 
testing guide and the Medications reference guide. 

in total, we distributed the following number of resources:

PP 248 of the Pure performance in sport dvds

PP 903 of the Anti-doping handbook

PP 3,537 of the Doping control guide

PP 7,265 of the Information wallet card 

PP 2,768 of the 2009 Prohibited substance and method guide

PP 5,424 of the Athlete testing guide

PP 710 of the 2009 Medications reference guide.

All publications were available for purchase, or for download from our website at  
www.asada.gov.au. Athletes and support personnel were also able to access comprehensive 
anti-doping information via our website. during 2008–09, the website had 522,287 page views.

ASADA  
eDuCAtIon  
SeSSIon
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AThLETE WhEREABOuTs

the revised Code and international standard for testing (ist) that came into force on 1 January 2009 
globally standardised the whereabouts obligations for athletes subject to the Code. 

We revised our existing Athlete Whereabouts policy and underlying procedures and processes to 
incorporate the key changes required by the Code and communicated the changes to the athletes in 
our registered testing pool (rtp). 

since 1 January 2009, athletes in our rtp have been required to provide additional whereabouts 
information in the form of a schedule of regular locations, for example, their training, home and/or 
work locations. the information provided allows us to conduct no-advance-notice out-of-competition 
testing. 

during the financial year, approximately 95 per cent of rtp athletes were submitting their 
whereabouts online.

during 2008–09, 97 per cent of athletes in the rtp were compliant with their athlete-whereabouts 
obligations.

AsADA hOTLINE 

during 2008–09, the two separate hotlines and the AsAdA switchboard number were amalgamated 
into one AsAdA hotline: 13 000 AsAdA (13 000 27232).

the toll-free number provides the following services to members of the sporting community.  
they can: 

PP check the status of substances in sport 

PP provide whereabouts information

PP confidentially report doping activity 

PP find out about therapeutic use Exemptions (tuEs), and 

PP order AsAdA products. 

Table 6: ASADA Hotline calls

status of substance in sport calls Whereabouts or merchandise calls Total calls

3,795 250 4,045

sEARCh ThE sTATus OF suBsTANCEs ONLINE

We are in the final stages of testing a purpose-built online function that will allow stakeholders to 
search for medications and substances, and determine their status in sport. 

the online tool will allow the sporting community to immediately – and anonymously – determine 
whether a substance or medication is permitted or prohibited in sport. Being online, the service will 
mean that users can search from anywhere, anytime. 
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kEy DETERRENCE pROJECTs 

National Anti-Doping scheme amendments

Amendments to the nAd scheme to reflect changes to the Code and standards, as well as to address 
operational effectiveness, were tabled in parliament on 13 october 2008.

the amendments were referred to the senate standing Committee on regulations and ordinances. 
the committee raised some queries about the parties who should be notified when we request a 
sample from an athlete who is a minor. these queries were resolved, and there was no motion for 
disallowance of the amendments. 

Revision of sports’ anti-doping policies

during 2008–09, we drove the implementation of the new Code and standards requirements 
among sports in Australia. We developed new anti-doping policy templates for Australian sports 
to ensure compliance with the changes, and consulted with sports and key stakeholders to 
communicate the new requirements, including conducting face-to-face forums. in Australia a total 
of 91 sports are required to have anti-doping policies that comply with the Code and standards. on 
1 January 2009 all of these sports had adopted the new Code and standards. As a result, Australia 
became one of the first countries in the world to reach this benchmark.

sports forums

in late 2008 we held a number of 2009 Code implementation Forums in major capital cities. these 
forums were designed to provide the sporting community with a comprehensive understanding of the 
key changes resulting from the new Code and standards. the forums were successfully conducted in 
Canberra, sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane for over 100 attendees from 45 different nsos.

Marketing and communications

during 2008–09, our marketing and communications activities focused heavily on the changes to the 
Code and international standards, the 2008 pacific school games, and the 2009 tour down under. 
We also managed the public announcements of Adrvs, as specified in appendix B. 

the primary tool for communicating the changes to the Code was our website. A Code sub-site, 
accessible from the homepage, was developed to communicate targeted information about the key 
changes for athletes, sports, and support personnel. it included information about the changes to 
tuEs, whereabouts filings, the nAd scheme, and the new prohibited list. the sub-site had 2,629 
page views from 1–31 december 2008 (nine per cent of total traffic to the site) and 10,418 page 
views (five per cent of total traffic to the site) between 1 January and 30 June 2009. 

We also developed a new suite of education publications that meets our requirements under the 
ist, and also the primary goal under the Code – the prevention of doping, and preserving the spirit 
of sport from being undermined by doping. the updated publications are available to download for 
free on our website, and they are also available for purchase in hardcopy. 

in terms of media activities, we partnered with other organisations and Australian government 
agencies to promote our key messages, and the proactive approach to anti-doping taken by 
such organisations. 

A key activity for our Marketing and Communications team was the proactive media strategy for the 
2009 cycling tour down under. the Minister for sport, the hon. Kate Ellis Mp launched the anti-doping 
program for the tour down under which increased awareness of Australia’s leadership in the field of 
anti-doping, as well as our collaboration with the union Cycliste internationale and event organisers to 
protect the integrity of the event in Australia among cycling athletes and enthusiasts. this was achieved 
through coverage in the press and online and, to a lesser degree, on radio and television. 
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Another key activity during the year was our attendance at the 2008 pacific school games in 
Canberra. this event gave us the opportunity to convey messages about the leadership role we take 
in anti-doping in sport, and to promote our partnership with the Australian sporting community. 
Coverage in the media was enhanced due to our collaboration with Australian athletes who promoted 
our commitment to a level playing field, and helped to raise awareness of anti-doping among 
tomorrow’s elite athletes.

puRE pERFORMANCE pROGRAMs

2009 union Cycliste Internationale Tour Down under

AsAdA again partnered with the union Cycliste internationale to implement a pure performance 
program for the tour down under. the 2009 tour down under was held from 18–25 January 2009 
in south Australia.

the tour down under is the first event on the union Cycliste internationale-sanctioned world 
professional cycling calendar and the only union Cycliste internationale-sanctioned protour event 
that is held in Australia.

the pure performance program initiatives that were implemented included:

PP sample collection under the union Cycliste internationale’s Biological passport program which 
involved mandatory blood profiling of every cyclist before the event 

PP comprehensive and targeted urine and blood testing before and during the event 

PP placing selected samples in the tank, and sharing intelligence with Customs and Border 
protection to enhance interception at the border of any prohibited substances destined for the 
tour down under and investigation of those involved. 

2009 Australian youth Olympic Festival

AsAdA continued to work closely with the Australian olympic Committee by partnering with them to 
protect the integrity of Australian athletes participating in the 2009 Australian youth olympic Festival 
through the provision of testing services and providing valuable education opportunities for the elite 
junior athletes involved. 

We completed a total of 128 tests across the 17 sports contested in accordance with our national 
and international obligations. All testing was conducted by AsAdA’s sample collection staff (doping 
Control officers and Chaperones) who have completed AsAdA’s rigorous accreditation program to 
work with minors.

our education staff also worked closely with AoC staff to complement the live Clean, play Clean 
education sessions held in the athlete villages and to deliver an education outreach program during 
the Festival. over 300 athletes and support personnel patronised the outreach program, completing 
the online anti-doping quiz and interacting with AsAdA staff.

2008 Australian Olympic and paralympic teams

the pure performance program for the 2008 olympic and paralympic teams provided a multi-
faceted anti-doping program conducted over the 12 month period leading into the games that 
integrated a number of testing and non-testing elements to ensure that the teams were subject to the 
most rigorous anti-doping measures ever put in place to protect the integrity of an Australian olympic 
and paralympic team, including:

PP every athlete being tested prior to the games with additional target testing conducted on 
athletes in identified at-risk sports

PP samples of a number of medal contenders and athletes in at-risk sports being placed into the tank 
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PP athletes competing at the games being provided with the opportunity to attend an AsAdA 
anti-doping education session as well as receiving hard copies of relevant AsAdA anti-doping 
publications, and

PP partnerships between AsAdA and border control and law enforcement agencies.

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

sport crosses many boundaries. to successfully carry out our legislative responsibilities, we forge 
open and constructive relationships with other key anti-doping organisations around the world. 

together, we aim to build a clean athlete environment internationally, where Australian athletes can 
have confidence in the regime that addresses anti-doping worldwide. in our drive towards a level 
playing field, we position and promote the value of our programs in an international context, to build 
the confidence of Australia’s sports and athletes.

Liaison with the World Anti-Doping Agency

WAdA is the international independent organisation created in 1999 to promote, coordinate, 
and monitor the fight against doping in sport in all its forms.

our relationship with WAdA continues to be a crucial element of our international engagement strategy.

World Anti-Doping Agency Think Tank seminar

the AsAdA Chair attended the WAdA think tank seminar in oslo, norway, in June 2009. 

the seminar was an open forum to discuss WAdA’s future strategic direction. it included the WAdA 
president, director general and senior management as well as the WAdA Executive Committee 
(incorporating government and sports representatives). 

the seminar comprised key presentations on strategic topics followed by discussions among  
the group.

prohibited List

the prohibited list is updated annually by WAdA. Every year, AsAdA and the Australian sports 
drug Medical Advisory Committee (AsdMAC) provide technical input to the Australian government’s 
submission. We also consult with nsos for their input. 

International Anti-Doping Arrangement steering Group

Australia continues to be a member of the international Anti-doping Arrangement (iAdA) steering 
group. other members include the uK, sweden, south Africa, new Zealand, norway, Canada, 
denmark and Finland. the aim of iAdA is to have a positive influence on the international sporting 
community through continuous improvement and best practice. 

representatives of AsAdA attended the iAdA steering group meeting held in Montreal in  
november 2008. one of the main topics of discussion was investigative activity and cooperation 
between national anti-doping organisations and public authorities. this topic drew on our 
presentation at the iAdA meeting in november 2007 about our investigative activities, as an 
example of how national anti-doping organisations could work very closely with law enforcement 
groups. there was also discussion about the biological athlete passport, and attendees heard from a 
unEsCo representative on the status of that organisation’s ratification and activities on the unEsCo 
Convention against doping in sport.
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Association of National Anti-Doping Organisations 

We participated in a number of international anti-doping conferences, workshops and meetings 
during the year. 

PP At the Association of national Anti-doping organisations workshop held in vancouver in 
november 2008, the AsAdA Chair gave a presentation on our successful Beijing olympics  
pure performance program – a partnership with the Australian olympic Committee.

PP At the Association of national Anti-doping organisations meeting in dublin in April 2009,  
our director of investigations and intelligence gave a presentation on the development  
of our investigative capabilities. 

OThER INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

uk sport Anti-Doping Conference 

At the request of uK sport, the AsAdA Chair attended the uK sport Anti-doping Conference in  
February 2009. his presentation highlighted the effective relationships we have established with  
the law enforcement and customs and border protection authorities in Australia.

play the Game Conference

play the game is a non-government organisation that ‘aims to strengthen the basic ethical values  
of sport and encourage democracy, transparency and freedom of expression in world sport’. 

play the game is an independent institution funded by the danish Ministry of Culture, the danish 
gymnastics and sports Associations and the danish Federation of Company sports.

With a theme of ‘visions for sport in times of crisis’, this year’s conference was held in Coventry, uK, 
in June 2009. it gathered several hundred delegates from the world of sport, business and academia 
to discuss pressing sporting issues with a key focus on anti-doping and anti-corruption.

the AsAdA Chair presented two papers at the Conference, alongside fellow anti-doping experts,  
dick pound (former president of WAdA) and david howman (director-general of WAdA).

Agence Française de Lutte contre le Dopage (French Anti-Doping Agency)

in June 2009, the AsAdA Chair spent two days visiting the French national anti-doping organisation, 
Agence Française de lutte contre le dopage (AFld). the Chair gave a presentation to AFld 
president, Mr pierre Bordry, and AFld staff about AsAdA and our enhanced investigative 
capabilities. he also explained the importance we place on our working relationships with Customs 
and Border protection and other law enforcement agencies in Australia. 

the Chair also met with French customs and police officers to explain these working relationships, and 
to discuss information-sharing. other topics of discussion included whereabouts filing, test distribution 
planning and target testing. the Chair and AFld’s new secretary-general, robert Bertrand, also visited 
the WAdA-accredited paris laboratory, and they attended a testing mission together. 

International visitors

We provided a briefing on our anti-doping activities to students from the Amsterdam and rotterdam 
universities of Applied science.
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OuTpuT 1.2 – DETECTION pROGRAM

the outputs delivered under the detection program output group include: 

PP supporting the delivery of a comprehensive, intelligence-driven, testing program 

PP identifying new trends in doping and delivering appropriate preventative actions 

PP ensuring allegations of doping are fully and rigorously investigated through a whole-of-government 
investigative framework, and

PP complementing the deterrence program in relation to athletes and support personnel contemplating 
doping and detecting those athletes who have engaged in banned doping practices. 

this output group’s contribution to our outcome is measured by the delivery of the detection 
program within agreed timeframes, and compliance with the international standard for testing (ist) 
and the Australian government investigation standards.

Table 7: Output Group 1.2 – Detection Program

pERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Indicator 2008–09 reference point or target Result

Effective delivery of a detection 
program involving testing and 
investigation

timely delivery of the detection 
program, including 4,200 
government-funded tests.

4,212 tests were completed and 
32 investigation cases were opened 
during 2008–09.

investigations undertaken in 
accordance with accepted investigation 
standards, including the Australian 
government investigation standards

All investigations are conducted 
in accordance with accepted 
investigation standards.

there have been no successful 
challenges by athletes or support 
personnel that any investigation 
undertaken by AsAdA has been 
flawed due to non-compliance with 
the investigation standards. After 
the completion of an internal audit, 
no findings were made in relation to 
breaches of Australian government 
investigation standards. 

the detection program is compliant 
with national and international 
responsibilities relating to the Code and 
other anti-doping agreements

Full compliance with national and 
international responsibilities.

All test distribution planning and 
sample collection has complied with 
the nAd scheme, ist and the Code.
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detection

NATIONAL TEsTING pROGRAM

AsAdA conducts a comprehensive anti-doping testing program in accordance with Article 5 of the World 
Anti-doping Code and the ist. in 2008–09, our sample collection program helped to create a sporting 
environment free from doping – not just nationally, but internationally. Following are some highlights.

PP We exceeded our Australian government commitment of 4,200 government-funded tests, with 
4,212 tests completed. 

PP in addition, we completed a further 3,286 tests on a user-pays basis for major sports and event 
organisers. 

PP All Australian athletes who attended the 2008 Beijing olympic and paralympic games were tested 
at least once in the 12 months preceding the respective games. during that period, 247 olympic 
and 59 paralympic athletes were subject to multiple tests.

PP We designed sport-specific pure performance programs such as the union Cycliste internationale-
sanctioned tour down under to implement programs that involved the consolidation of our 
testing, education, investigations and intelligence capabilities. 

PP We continued to integrate the intelligence function into operations by combining investigations and 
testing services. this cooperation has resulted in an enhancement to our detection capabilities.

sAMpLE COLLECTION

sample collection, more commonly known as testing, is an integral component of our detection 
function. it involves the sequence of activities that directly involve the athlete from the time of 
notification until they leave the doping Control station after providing their samples. We conducted 
our sample collection program in accordance with the ist, the Code, and our national Anti-doping 
(nAd) scheme.

the annual test distribution plan (tdp) drives our 
extensive sample collection program. this plan allocates 
tests in accordance with the criteria specified in the ist 
across a range of Australian sports. the tdp focuses on:

PP in-competition and out-of-competition testing 

PP targeted urine and blood samples 

PP no-advance-notice testing, and 

PP government-funded and user-pays testing. 

the 2008–09 tdp integrated the intelligence and 
investigative functions with testing, enabling us to develop 
a robust and multi-faceted approach to detecting all 
methods of doping by Australian athletes. 

We can test athletes anytime, anywhere, and without 
warning. doping control tests conducted with no-
advance-notice act as a deterrent to athletes considering 
using prohibited substances and/or methods. teStInG KIt
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TARGET TEsTING

Where relevant, our sample collection tests are targeted on the basis of specific intelligence rather 
than random athlete selections. this approach is in line with Article 5.1.3 of the Code which states 
that each anti-doping organisation should ‘make target testing a priority’ to ensure appropriate 
athletes are subject to doping control.

As far as possible, we conduct our sample collection with no-advance-notice. this acts as a deterrent 
to athletes considering using performance-enhancing substances and/or methods, as they may be 
tested anytime, anywhere and without warning. 

in 2008–09 we collected 99.9 per cent of the 4,212 government-funded tests with no-advance-notice 
and we continued to apply our steroid and blood profiling capability to developing targeted testing 
programs.

Table 8: Doping control facts and figures 2008–09

7,498 samples collected

75 number of countries from which athletes were selected for doping control

2,312 Athletes in the registered and domestic testing pool 

2,052 Blood samples collected

7,492 samples collected with no-advance-notice

45 user-pays contracts

CHeCKInG tHe  
SpeCIFIC GRAVItY  
oF A SAMple
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GOVERNMENT-FuNDED TEsTs

under the tdp for 2008–09, we completed 4,212 government-funded tests from 57 sports. 
this test program was implemented in line with article 5 of the Code and involved the distribution 
of tests based on the evaluation of sports associated with certain levels of risk. An appropriate tdp 
was undertaken, giving consideration to the higher risk sports, with an athlete-targeted approach 
being one component of the program. our government-funded tdp slightly favoured out-of-
competition testing.

Further components of our government-funded program were directed to ensuring all Beijing 
summer olympians and vancouver winter olympians were subject to doping control 12 months 
before each of the games started.

usER-pAys TEsTs

We conducted 3,286 user-pays tests for Australian sporting bodies or other organisations during the 
year. sporting administration bodies that contracted us to provide these testing programs included 
the Australian Football league, the national rugby league, the nsW and Queensland rugby 
leagues, the Australian rugby union, the Football Federation of Australia and Cricket Australia. 

We also conducted sample collection at a number of international sporting events, including the 
cycling tour down under and the rugby league World Cup.

We worked with our major user-pays clients to improve the quality of our programs, for instance by 
undertaking blood analysis to further enhance our targeted testing programs. 

other international stakeholders with whom we entered into user-pays agreements included WAdA 
and the Association of national Anti-doping organisations’ Anti-doping services.

We also entered into user-pays contracts with the Queensland, south Australian and Western 
Australian governments to provide doping control of athletes competing at a state and territory level. 

TOTAL TEsTs CONDuCTED

the tests we conducted during the year are shown in table 9.

Table 9: Tests conducted by ASADA in 2008–09

Client Test type Total tests completed

government-funded tests out-of-competition 2,322

in-competition 1,890

total government-funded tests 4,212

user-pays tests out-of-competition 2,054

in-competition 1,232

total user-pays 3,286

totAl 7,498

doping control statistics for the period 1998–99 to 2008–09 are shown in appendix A.
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CAsE sTuDy: Target testing

the revised World Anti-doping Code places an emphasis on targeted testing of athletes, 
rather than purely random selection. targeted testing is where an athlete is specifically 
selected for doping control, based on credible evidence. this may include tip-offs, blood 
profiling, intelligence-related information gathered about the individual, or other analytical 
and non-analytical information. We have employed these kinds of targeted testing programs 
for some time.

in october 2008 we performed targeted testing at the World track Masters cycling event in 
sydney, based on the sport’s risk profile and other available intelligence. that target testing 
resulted in a positive test for a cyclist for the prohibited anabolic steroids nandrolone and 
drostanolone. the cyclist subsequently received a two-year sanction from cycling and 
disqualification of his results.

this case is one of a number of examples of our intelligence and investigation powers, 
showing how we work in conjunction with the traditional doping control testing program to 
detect doping violations that may not otherwise have been detected.

ThE TANk

We have the capability to store selected urine and blood samples in our deep-freeze facility, called 
the tank, for up to eight years. With this capability, we can retrospectively analyse samples using 
advances in testing technology to detect prohibited substances and methods, and enforce sanctions 
against athletes who return a positive test.

the tank is at the national Measurement institute, a WAdA-accredited laboratory. 

samples in the tank include those collected from Australian representatives at the 2008 Beijing 
olympic and paralympic games.

ACCREDITATION OF DOpING CONTROL OFFICERs AND ChApERONEs

in 2008 all of our doping Control officers were re-accredited, to ensure our sample collection 
program remains compliant with the Code and with the new ist that came into effect on  
1 January 2009.

during 2008–09 AsAdA, with the assistance of our internal auditor, deloitte, reviewed the 
policies and processes for background checking of field testing staff (doping Control officers 
and Chaperones). this review focused on arrangements for ensuring that appropriate police and 
working-with-children checks are obtained, recorded and reviewed for our field staff.
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INVEsTIGATIONs AND INTELLIGENCE

AsAdA is authorised under the AsAdA Act to investigate possible violations of anti-doping rules to 
determine whether there is evidence of an Adrv as defined by the nAd scheme and the Code.

We conduct investigations in accordance with the Australian government investigation standards.

in the ongoing development of our overall case-management framework, we have implemented 
significant advancements in our investigative case capability. these enhancements have been driven 
by experts in this field (sourced from Australian government agencies, including the Australian 
taxation office) and continued skill-sharing with Customs and Border protection.

during 2008–09 we completed enhancements to our investigations and intelligence procedures 
to allow for a more robust classification of information and case status. this was supported by the 
appointment of a full-time director of investigations and intelligence to oversee a team of investigators 
and intelligence officers. information from various sources, including the AsAdA hotline, is now 
logged in the Case Management intelligence system as an incident report. if that information is 
enough to suggest there is a suspicion of doping then an intelligence case will be opened. if, after 
a thorough analysis of all available information, it can be confirmed that the person of interest is 
accountable under the nAd scheme – and there is reasonable cause to believe that an Adrv has 
occurred – then an investigations case will be opened. 

this classification of investigations and intelligence cases in this way has delivered more effective 
investigative outcomes and intelligence products, and more accurate reporting.

We also continued to focus on building relationships with relevant government and non-government 
agencies to facilitate the elimination of doping in sport. in particular, we acknowledge our partnership 
with Customs and Border protection and their effective role in seizing importations of prohibited 
substances entering Australia. this relationship continues to enhance our ability to detect serious 
doping violations, including the use, possession, trafficking and administration of prohibited 
substances by athletes or support personnel. 

during the year we successfully built on our relationship with Customs and Border protection, 
providing more information to assist them in their operations. in 2008–09 we analysed 1,614 of their 
referrals of performance and image Enhancing drugs.

We have also continued to build on our relationships with various state police forces and we plan 
to formalise these arrangements by putting in place a memorandum of understanding with each of 
these states. 

during 2008–09 our investigations and intelligence team analysed 401 incident reports, of which 
61 were the result of tip-offs and 43 were received via the AsAdA hotline. 

thirty-two new investigations cases were opened, including six from credible tip-offs, 18 from 
information received from Customs and Border protection or other law enforcement agencies and the 
remaining eight from other sources, including the media.

during 2008–09 investigations and intelligence referred 21 cases to the legal services team. 
twelve were the result of information received from Customs and Border protection or other law 
enforcement agencies.
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CAsE sTuDy: AsADA partnership with the Australian Customs and Border 
protection service

An Australian triathlete accepted a two-year sanction for attempted use of anabolic 
steroids which resulted from a failed attempt by the triathlete to import anabolic steroids 
from thailand. the sanction was imposed by triathlon Australia following an investigation 
conducted by AsAdA.

investigations into the attempted importation began when a package addressed to the 
triathlete was intercepted by Customs and Border protection on 9 March 2008. the 
package was examined and found to contain the prohibited anabolic steroid methandienone 
(dianabol) disguised as financial statements. 

Customs and Border protection investigators seized the package and notified AsAdA as a 
part of the joint agreement between the two agencies in relation to illegal importations of 
performance and image Enhancing drugs. 

An AsAdA investigation into the importation identified a serious violation of anti-doping rules 
which resulted in the triathlete accepting a two-year ban from sporting competition,  
in accordance with the Code.

 

peRFoRMAnCe 
AnD IMAGe 
enHAnCInG DRuGS 
iMAgE CourtEsy 
oF AustrAliAn 
CustoMs 
And BordEr 
protECtion 
sErviCE
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OuTpuT 1.3 – ENFORCEMENT pROGRAM

the Enforcement program output ensures that all anti-doping rule violation (Adrv) cases are fairly 
and equitably managed. Where appropriate, AsAdA will prepare and present cases to the Court of 
Arbitration for sport (CAs) and other sports tribunals and will make sanction recommendations. 

the Enforcement program’s contribution to our outcome is measured through compliance with 
legislation and effective management of Adrv cases.

Table 10: Output Group 1.3 – Enforcement Program

pERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Indicator 2008–09 reference point or target Result

Compliance by AsAdA with 
relevant legislation, including 
the AsAdA Act and the 
nAd scheme 

unqualified audits of compliance 
framework to show AsAdA’s 
compliance with the framework.

An independent audit of AsAdA’s 
Enforcement program by deloitte concluded 
that the sampled processes and policies 
are in compliance with the AsAdA Act and 
the nAd scheme, and that anti-doping 
rule violations have been processed in 
accordance with the internal processes 
and policies.

AsAdA’s processes and procedures for its 
legal services activities also underwent 
external scrutiny as part of the  
iso 9001:2008 certification process.

Effective management of Adrv 
cases before relevant tribunals 
including the AAt, the CAs and 
other sporting tribunals

AsAdA’s findings presented to 
the relevant tribunal comply with 
AsAdA’s legislative framework.

during the 2008–09 financial year, AsAdA 
managed 29 Adrvs for placement onto the 
register of Findings. of the matters that 
proceeded to a hearing at a court or other 
sporting tribunal, AsAdA was successful in 
each case.

AsAdA also successfully appealed a decision 
of the AAt to the Federal Court of Australia 
with respect to a positive test finding that the 
AAt had held should not be placed onto the 
register of Findings.

AsAdA regularly reviews and updates  
policies and procedures for the 
management of potential Adrvs. Members 
of the Adrv Committee, a sub-committee 
of AsAdA members, make decisions in 
relation to potential doping matters and 
have extensive experience in the medical 
and scientific review of doping allegations. 
they operate under a full AsAdA member-
approved charter.
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Enforcement

the AsAdA Act requires us to establish and maintain a register of Findings (roF) to formally record 
our decisions in relation to Adrvs and associated matters.

For the 2008–09 financial year, we made 29 entries onto the roF in relation to Australian athletes or 
support personnel.

these 29 entries were from 12 different sports: 

PP international natural Bodybuilding Association (inBA) bodybuilding (10 entries)

PP rugby league (eight entries)

PP cycling (two entries), and

PP surf lifesaving, shooting, athletics, basketball, weightlifting, baseball, triathlon, ice hockey, 
athletics, and international Federation of Bodybuilding (iFBB) bodybuilding (one entry each).

Note: one athlete was placed onto the roF as a competitor in two sports.

of the 29 entries onto the roF:

PP nineteen athletes or support personnel waived their right to a hearing and accepted they had 
committed an Adrv

PP two athletes exercised their right to a hearing before the relevant sporting tribunal. of these two 
matters, AsAdA’s findings were upheld in both matters

PP two matters involved sport policies that required a hearing, even in cases where the athlete chose 
not to challenge the violation, and

PP the remaining matters were not yet at a stage where the athlete’s timeframe to elect a hearing 
had expired.

in addition to the entries made onto the roF, we referred six matters to the relevant international 
federation that had results-management jurisdiction for processing.

We were involved in three hearings at various courts and sporting tribunals during the year. our 
involvement included presenting cases for the tribunal’s consideration and making submissions in 
regard to Adrvs.

one matter pertained to a Federal Court of Australia appeal by AsAdA against a judgment of the AAt 
that set aside AsAdA’s original decision. We were successful in our appeal.

see appendix B for further details of our publicly announced entries onto the roF.

Figure 4 shows the number of athletes or support personnel placed on our roF, or the register of 
notifiable Events for the Australian sports drug Agency (AsdA), from 2002–03 to 2008–09.
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Figure 4: Number of athletes recording anti-doping rule violations
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CORpORATE GOVERNANCE

OVERVIEW

AsAdA’s corporate governance arrangements comply with statutory and other external requirements, 
and aim to achieve sound and accountable administration and financial management. they ensure 
the efficient, effective, and ethical use of our resources.

since our establishment in 2006, our main corporate governance practices have covered the 
following areas:

PP Management structure – our senior management responsibilities, organisational structure, and 
senior committees are built around suitable terms of reference, appropriate controls, and the 
ability to monitor activity and performance. 

PP Management environment – we promote a culture that provides a coherent corporate planning 
framework, aligning our vision, strategies, planning processes and performance measures to meet 
clearly articulated goals. this is enhanced through leadership protocols, investing in people, a 
learning environment, and succession planning. 

PP Consistency and compliance – our management and staff adhere to the Australian public service 
(Aps) values and Code of Conduct when undertaking their duties and functions. this is also 
underpinned by the ongoing development and maintenance of systems that provide guidance on 
policies, procedures, and behaviours. 

PP Monitoring and reporting – we maintain a focus on efficient and effective business and financial 
performance. We achieve this through regular reporting against key performance indicators and 
the ongoing evaluation and review of outputs and outcomes. 

CORpORATE AND OpERATIONAL pLANNING

the AsAdA strategic plan 2008–11 sets out the goals and strategies we will use to achieve our 
objectives and fulfil our purpose of protecting Australia’s sporting integrity through the elimination 
of doping.

the strategic plan identifies six organisational goals:

Goal 1 – To be an influential leader in anti-doping in sport

Goal 2 – Establish a level playing field for clean athletes

Goal 3 – Build and maintain relationships that are based on principles of respect, openness, 
responsiveness and integrity

Goal 4 – Make ethical and fair decisions under our legislation, and ensure prudent management of 
our budget, openness and accountability

Goal 5 – Attract high quality people and maximise their potential

Goal 6 – Create a culture of shared leadership across the organisation.

Each goal has a series of associated strategies and expected performance outcomes.

Annual business plans articulate the key actions we will undertake each year to implement the goals 
and strategies in the strategic plan. Annual operational plans for each business unit then describe 
how each unit will contribute to the key actions.
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ORGANIsATIONAL sTRuCTuRE AND sENIOR ExECuTIVE ARRANGEMENTs

our management structure has three levels, with the following established accountabilities:

PP the Chair is the AsAdA Chief Executive for the purposes of the Financial Management and 
Accountability Act 1997 (the FMA Act) and the AsAdA Agency head for the purposes of the 
public service Act. the Chair is accountable for AsAdA’s management and strategic leadership. 

PP Each senior Executive general Manager is accountable for their group’s management and 
strategic leadership. 

PP Each Business unit director is accountable for their unit’s management and strategic leadership. 

For the greater part of 2008–09, AsAdA operated with three groups:

PP the Anti-doping programs group, responsible for the design and delivery of a range of anti-doping 
programs and activities as well as liaison with athletes and sporting organisations

PP the legal services group, responsible for the management of cases of possible Adrvs and the 
presentation of these cases to relevant tribunals, and

PP the Corporate services group, responsible for providing the key support elements necessary to 
ensure the effective, efficient and accountable delivery of AsAdA’s outcome.

As part of a consolidation of senior management roles, in April 2009 the Anti-doping programs 
and the legal services groups were merged into a single Anti-doping programs and legal services 
group, headed by a senior Executive general Manager.

the remuneration for the senior Executive general Manager Anti-doping programs and Chief 
operating officer was (for most of 2008–09) set through Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs). 
on 6 April 2009 the remuneration of the Chief operating officer became subject to determination 
under section 24 of the public service Act. 

the senior Executive general Manager, Anti-doping programs and legal services, is made available 
to us under a contract for services with the Australian government solicitor.

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEEs

Audit Committee

the Audit Committee is a central element of our governance. it was established by the AsAdA Chair 
in accordance with section 46 of the FMA Act and Financial Management and Accountability orders 
2.1.1 and 2.1.2. the Chair is AsAdA’s Chief Executive under the FMA Act.

the role of the Audit Committee is to provide independent assurance and assistance to the AsAdA 
Chair to meet his responsibilities under the FMA Act. the Audit Committee reviews our risk, control 
and compliance frameworks, and our external accountability responsibilities.

the Audit Committee comprises three independent members: Ms Jennifer Clark (Chair), Mr david 
lawler and Mr peter Kennedy. during the year, Mr geoffrey levy resigned from his position as an 
Audit Committee member, and was replaced by Mr peter Kennedy.

representatives from the Australian national Audit office, our internal auditors (deloitte), the 
Chief operating officer, the Chief Financial officer and the AsAdA Chair/Chief Executive attend all 
committee meetings. the Audit Committee met five times during 2008–09.

the Audit Committee operates a rolling annual program designed to cover its responsibilities under 
its charter in the areas of risk management, external accountability, the control framework, legislative 
compliance, external audit and internal audit. 
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Occupational health and safety Committee

the occupational health and safety (oh&s) Committee is a formal structure which helps 
management and employees discuss and resolve oh&s issues in the workplace. the committee 
comprises the Chief operating officer, the director human resources, and elected health and 
safety representatives. 

the oh&s Committee operates according to the defined oh&s legislative requirements.

Workplace Relations Committee

the Workplace relations Committee was the formal consultative body established under the AsAdA 
Certified Agreement 2006–09. it enabled employees to provide input to decision-making about 
workplace matters affecting them. the Workplace relations Committee was responsible for promoting 
cooperative workplace relations within AsAdA and for providing a forum for the consideration of staff 
views on workplace relations issues. 

the Workplace relations Committee comprised the Chief operating officer and four members 
elected by staff for a two-year period. 

the AsAdA Collective Agreement 2009–12, which came into operation during 2008–09, provides for 
a Consultative Committee consisting of the Chief operating officer, the director human resources, 
four elected staff representatives and a Community and public sector union representative.

senior Management Group

the AsAdA senior Management group comprises the Chair, Chief operating officer and general 
Manager Anti-doping programs and legal services, as well as AsAdA’s Business unit directors – the 
Chief Financial officer, principal lawyer, director investigations and intelligence, director strategic 
partnerships, director testing and sport operations, director Marketing and Communications, 
director human resources, and director information and security.

the senior Management group is responsible for: 

PP developing our strategic directions, priorities and policies

PP monitoring the achievement of our objectives

PP ensuring the efficient, effective and ethical use of our resources, and 

PP monitoring our accountability and compliance obligations. 

As well as considering specific strategic and corporate management issues as they arise, at its 
monthly meetings the senior Management group deals with the following standing agenda:

PP AsAdA strategic risks

PP oh&s issues

PP human resource management issues

PP expense and revenue monitoring

PP monitoring of progress on achievement of AsAdA strategic and Business plans, and Key Actions.

DEpARTMENT OF hEALTh AND AGEING GOVERNANCE REVIEW

An independent review into our governance and structural arrangements was undertaken by 
the department of health and Ageing during the second half of 2008. As at 30 June 2009 the 
government had considered the recommendations from the review, some of which will require 
amendments to our enabling legislation. 
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COsT RECOVERy REVIEW

under our legislation, we can charge fees for performing our functions. our revenue from fees 
comes from around one-third of our testing services being provided on a user-pays basis (mainly to 
professional sports) and through the delivery of certain education products and services.

during 2008–09 a review of our cost recovery operations was completed in accordance with the 
Australian Government Cost Recovery Guidelines by a steering committee comprising representatives 
from the department of Finance and deregulation, the department of health and Ageing and AsAdA.

the review largely reinforced our existing cost-recovery arrangements. While the review indicated that 
we should investigate further options for recovering costs as they arise, it found that there was limited 
scope for us to expand our cost-recovery base.

We are addressing the review recommendations and, consistent with the Australian Government Cost 
Recovery Guidelines, ensuring we have effective ongoing mechanisms in place for monitoring our 
cost-recovery arrangements.

RIsk MANAGEMENT

We are committed to a comprehensive, coordinated and systematic approach to the management 
of risk. our approach is directed towards helping managers anticipate uncertain events, exploit 
opportunities and respond appropriately to potential weaknesses.

the Corporate policy and Framework for Managing risk and associated guidelines are consistent 
with the Australian/new Zealand standard for risk Management (As/nZs 4360:2004).

OpERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL RIsks 

operational and financial risk identification in AsAdA occurs at several levels:

PP the senior Management group identifies the key strategic risks that apply across our operations, 
and these risks are taken into account in our annual Business plans.

PP general Managers and Business unit Managers identify the main pressures, challenges, and risks 
that may affect their objectives in annual operational plans for each business unit. this includes 
consideration of the strategic risks identified by the senior Management group. 

risk-mitigation plans were developed for all risks identified as high or significant.

in addition, we manage financial risk through a range of specific initiatives, including: 

PP Chief Executive instructions, which are available to all staff and give effect to our FMA Act 
requirements. these instructions set out responsibilities and procedures that provide an 
overarching framework for transparent and accountable financial management. they also contain 
topics relating specifically to risk management and internal accountability 

PP a system of financial delegations which ensures that commitment and spending authorities rest 
with appropriate staff who are informed of their responsibilities 

PP the internal Audit plan, which identifies services and functions for auditing. it incorporates issues 
raised by the Australian national Audit office in its financial audits of AsAdA, policy evaluations, 
previous internal audits and strategic risk management issues and, where appropriate, recent 
Australian national Audit office reports on cross-agency matters. 
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risk management and insurable risks are aligned through Comcover and Comcare. Monitoring of risk 
management occurs through: 

PP weekly monitoring of significant operational risks by the Chair and senior Executives

PP regular monitoring of business unit operational risks by Business unit directors

PP monthly monitoring of strategic risks by the senior Management group, and

PP quarterly reports to the Audit Committee on risk Management.

We continue to refine our risk management framework based on the results of the Comcover 
benchmarking survey we participated in during 2008–09.

FRAuD RIsk

AsAdA’s Fraud Control plan 2007–09 and the associated fraud risk assessment complies with the 
Commonwealth Fraud Control guidelines. the Fraud Control plan seeks to ensure that appropriate 
strategies are in place within AsAdA to manage its fraud risks. the plan addresses the key 
elements of:

PP preparedness – management support through setting an appropriate ‘tone at the top’ and 
establishing governance arrangements which promote an overall anti-fraud culture within AsAdA.

PP prevention – through understanding the sources and potential impacts of fraud by identifying and 
assessing risks based on the application of existing controls that prevent, detect and deter the 
threat of fraud.

PP response – through the establishment of appropriate channels for reporting fraud and detection 
mechanisms.

PP recovery – through administrative, civil or criminal processes and an examination of the lessons 
learnt to further refine fraud control strategies and enhance internal and other controls.

in addition, under the AsAdA Fraud Control plan appropriate fraud prevention, detection, 
investigation and reporting procedures and processes are in place. AsAdA provides annual fraud 
data to the Australian institute of Criminology. there were no instances of fraud during 2008–09.

IT RIsks

We aim to identify and manage risks associated with the delivery of it services. it governance 
includes:

PP the it disaster recovery plan, which sets out the strategies and processes to restore services if 
our central computing infrastructure is lost, either partially or completely. the plan aims to restore 
services within an appropriate time based on how critical the system is 

PP business continuity plans for our it application systems, which set out alternative methods and 
processes to use, so we can continue to work while the iCt environment is restored

PP our it security policy that addresses the requirements to protect information holdings and secure 
operation of our it resources. the policy is based on the protective security policies and standards 
in the Australian Protective Security Manual and the Australian Government Information and 
Communications Technology Security Manual. 

during 2008–09 we began a review of our it governance Framework in the light of a number of 
administrative issues of low to moderate impact identified during an internal audit of our it governance.
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EThICAL sTANDARDs 

We are committed to promoting and supporting the Aps values and Code of Conduct as set out in 
the public service Act. our performance Management system includes adherence to the values and 
the Code of Conduct as a key performance requirement for all staff.

in addition, goal 4 of our strategic plan commits us to ‘make ethical and fair decisions under 
our legislation, and ensure prudent management of our budget, openness and accountability’. 
the strategies under this goal include:

PP ensuring we are (at all levels) aware of, and comply with, our accountability framework

PP ensuring our quality obligations underpin the work we do and the systems and processes 
we establish

PP adopting a disciplined financial management approach, and

PP ensuring our reporting obligations provide an accurate assessment of the work we do, and the 
results we achieve.

sOCIAL JusTICE AND EquITy IMpACTs

We recognise the importance of clients having equitable access to our range of services, and our 
Customer service Charter (see page 48) states our commitment to ensuring this occurs. We will work 
with clients to match our services to their individual circumstances, clearly explaining decisions to 
them, advising them of their rights and responsibilities, and explaining what they need to do.

We have mechanisms available for people to make complaints and procedures in place to ensure 
that any complaints we receive are dealt with promptly. We advise complainants of the actions 
taken in response to their complaint and of the further avenues of recourse available to them if they 
are still dissatisfied.

We adhere to the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness enshrined in our governing 
legislation and carried through in the operating procedures for doping control and results-
management processes.

INTERNAL AuDITs

our internal audit services continue to be provided by deloitte and monitored by the Audit 
Committee. the 2008–09 internal Audit plan was based on the strategic Audit plan for 2007–10 and 
took into consideration the risks identified through the Corporate policy and Framework for Managing 
risk as well as priorities identified by general Managers and Business unit directors.

the internal audits conducted during the year included:

PP results Management stage 2 (non-analytical findings)

PP procurement

PP post-implementation review of the new finance system

PP records management

PP it governance

PP review of internal controls

PP background checks for accredited field staff

PP compliance of enforcement activities.

RECORD kEEpING

our record keeping practices comply with the Archives Act 1983 and we continue to review our 
current record keeping operations to ensure compliance is maintained.
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We have developed policy, guidelines and procedures for the implementation of knowledge management 
within the organisation. implementation will take place during 2009–10, starting with a pilot stage.

quALITy MANAGEMENT

Compliance with International Organization for standardization 9001:2008

in november 2008 a revised version of the iso 9001:2000 standard for quality management systems 
was published as iso 9001:2008.

in december 2008, a surveillance audit of our Quality Management system was conducted based 
on this revised standard. As a result of the successful completion of this audit, our certification was 
upgraded to iso 9001:2008.

As our three-year period of certification was due to expire in April 2009, a re-certification audit 
was conducted in March 2009. the successful completion of this audit resulted in AsAdA being  
re-certified as meeting the requirements of iso 9001:2008 for a further three years, subject to 
ongoing satisfactory surveillance audits.

the scope of our iso 9001:2008 certification is as follows: 

PP the Quality Management system associated with the planning and provision of a doping control 
program and related activities in accordance with the:

> World Anti-doping Code
> international standard for testing 
> international standard for therapeutic use Exemptions 
> guidelines for Bodies operating Certification of Quality systems for doping Control programs.

PP the services and related activities are:

> collection of athletes’ urine and/or blood samples
> management of therapeutic use Exemptions
> procurement of secure transport and phlebotomy services
> procurement of contract analyses for detection of prohibited substances or methods
> reporting of results of sample analysis in accordance with relevant legislation, standards  

and user-pays agreements
> investigation of potential Adrvs
> presentation of cases to anti-doping tribunals
> anti-doping education to athletes and support persons.

We remain committed to the continuous improvement of our Quality Management system and to 
maintaining iso 9001:2008 certification.

Customer service Charter

We are committed to understanding the needs of our customers and meeting them to a consistent 
standard of excellence.

our Customer service Charter sets out the standard of service that people who deal with AsAdA can 
expect, as well as ways in which customers can help us improve our service.

the charter explains how we will make it easy for customers to access our services, how we will 
treat them with respect and courtesy, and how we will explain their options, including their rights 
and responsibilities. 

We welcome feedback, and the charter also explains how customers can tell us what they think of 
our services. 

our Customer service Charter is on our website at www.asada.gov.au.
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ExTERNAL sCRuTINy 

sIGNIFICANT DEVELOpMENTs

our internal procedures and policies continue to meet international standards.

in March 2009, external auditors comprehensively reviewed our procedures for compliance with  
iso 9001:2008. As a result of this audit, we were re-certified as meeting the requirements of  
iso 9001:2008 for a for a further three year period. our testing, results-management and athlete 
whereabouts procedures all accord with WAdA standards.

DECIsIONs AND REpORTs

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals

in 2008–09 we were involved in two contested hearings involving athletes challenging their sanction, 
or challenging the entry of their details onto the register of Findings. We were successful in both matters. 

in addition, during the year we appealed to the Federal Court of Australia against a judgment of the 
AAt that set aside our original decision and we were successful in our appeal. As a result, the athlete 
concerned received a two-year sanction from sport.

Auditor-General reports

there were no reports of the Auditor-general specifically on the operations of AsAdA. We continue to 
implement recommendations (as appropriate) from reports of the Auditor-general dealing with issues 
relevant to all Aps agencies.

Office of privacy Commissioner report

on 2 July 2008 we received a response from the office of the privacy Commissioner (opC) in 
relation to the own Motion investigation the opC had commenced in accordance with section 40(2) 
of the Privacy Act 1988. this investigation was instigated based on media reports that AsAdA may 
have interfered with the privacy of a number of individuals by disclosing the personal information of 
athletes and support personnel to Medicare Australia. 

the opC commented that it had not received any complaints on the issue. the opC made the 
three following recommendations in relation to implementation of the information privacy principles 
in our operations:

i) that AsAdA should, prior to any proposed disclosure of personal information, identify a specific 
provision in its legislation authorising it to disclose such information

ii) AsAdA should review the wording in all forms it uses to collect personal information to ensure 
that they appropriately reflect the obligations and responsibilities AsAdA has in relation to the 
handling of individuals’ personal information

iii) AsAdA should review the privacy notices in its forms.

We have accepted all three recommendations and have taken action to implement them by:

i) reviewing the wording in our forms and removing certain wording, as identified by opC

ii) revising our privacy notices and providing this to opC for comment.
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in addition, we have sought formal input from opC on a range of operational issues involving the 
collection, use and disclosure of personal information. the privacy Commissioner closed the own 
Motion investigation on 22 July 2008. 

parliamentary committee reports

there are no relevant reports.

Commonwealth Ombudsman reports

We received no reports from the Commonwealth ombudsman in 2008–09.
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MANAGEMENT OF huMAN REsOuRCEs

people are vital to our performance, so we are committed to attracting, developing and retaining 
people of high calibre, skill and experience. We also place great importance on the diverse 
backgrounds and perspectives of our staff.

people who make a valued difference to AsAdA and the work environment are recognised and 
appreciated for their contribution. the high value we place on the performance and capability of our 
people is reflected in our strategic plan, in which key business priorities for the year were to support 
and build dynamic, skilled and collaborative teams and to create a culture of shared leadership 
across the organisation.

OVERVIEW

At 30 June 2009 AsAdA employed 62 staff (53 ongoing and nine non-ongoing) and had engaged 
253 employees on a casual basis in the national testing and national Education teams.

tables 19 to 25 in appendix F show our employee profile.

EMpLOyMENT AGREEMENTs

since the introduction of the Australian government Employment Bargaining Framework in the 
previous year, we have continued to comply with advice issued by the department of Education, 
Employment and Workplace relations to ensure that Australian government policy is applied to our 
workplace arrangements.

NEGOTIATION OF A NEW COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT

during the first six months of the year, we continued negotiations with workplace representatives  
and the Community and public sector union to negotiate AsAdA’s first collective agreement.  
the process was completed in early 2009 and the AsAdA Collective Agreement 2009–12 started 
on 13 April 2009. the collective agreement provides comprehensive and well-received conditions 
of employment, including a new salary structure commencing on 1 July 2009 reflecting the Aps 
classification broad-banding arrangements. salary bands are listed in table 23.

A major change negotiated between the parties was the removal of the agency bonus for employees 
covered by the collective agreement, as this bonus was incorporated into the pay increases set in 
the agreement.

productivity initiatives in the collective agreement focus on continuing family-friendly employment 
practices and individual employment flexibility, ongoing review of performance management 
arrangements, and improving corporate and individual training opportunities to ensure a highly 
relevant and skilled workforce.
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WORkpLACE AGREEMENTs 

We supported our collective agreement and Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) with 
employment policies, procedures and guidelines providing staff with details about how their terms 
and conditions of employment are administered and applied. Both types of agreement provide staff 
with a competitive range of terms and conditions of employment, placing both groups of employees 
competitively in the Aps labour market. 

in line with government policy, no new AWAs were offered to new ongoing senior Executive service 
(sEs) or non-sEs employees during the reporting year. When the new collective agreement started 
on 13 April 2009, all five of the non-sEs employees covered by an AWA converted to the collective 
agreement arrangements. there is still one sEs employee covered by an existing AWA. 

sECTION 24(1) DETERMINATIONs

the commencement of the new collective agreement resulted in five employees converting their 
AWA to terms and conditions covered by the collective agreement and their remuneration set by 
a determination under section 24(1) of the public service Act. We propose to limit the number 
of individual determinations to address only those instances where there is a difference between 
remuneration available under the collective agreement and remuneration available to the employee 
through an AWA or determination granted by AsAdA or another agency. table 24 includes the total 
employees at 30 June 2009 covered by section 24(1) determinations.

NON-sALARy BENEFITs

non-salary benefits we provided to our staff in 2008–09 included:

PP free influenza vaccinations

PP an employee assistance program

PP a health and fitness allowance

PP study assistance. 

pERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT sysTEM

our performance Management system was revised and a new system introduced from  
1 July 2008. the performance and Career Enrichment scheme (pACEs) is based on providing a clear 
link between employee effort and achievement of goals, allowing employees to see the relationship 
between what they do and the contribution they make to the achievement of AsAdA goals. 

All employees were required to participate in the scheme in 2008–09. Key features include: 

PP the provision of clear responsibilities for employees and supervisors 

PP recognition of performance 

PP leadership development 

PP alignment with the Aps integrated leadership system 

PP key performance requirements 

PP an increased emphasis on recording annual leave plans, attendance patterns and aligning 
learning and development plans with the needs of employees and work groups and the AsAdA 
Business plan.
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All employees were required to include a key performance requirement covering Aps values and 
Code of Conduct. supervisors and managers also included a further compulsory key performance 
requirement addressing supervisory and leadership proficiencies, as outlined in the Aps integrated 
leadership system. 

AGENCy pERFORMANCE pAyMENTs

the Minister for sport determines performance pay for the Chair, a designated principal Executive 
officeholder under the Remuneration Tribunal Act 1973, in accordance with parameters set by the 
remuneration tribunal.

the AsAdA Certified Agreement 2006–09 provided for an AsAdA-wide performance bonus for 
eligible employees. payments made under this scheme were based on an assessment by the Chair 
and AsAdA members (in consultation with the Workplace relations Committee) of our overall 
performance during the financial year. the AsAdA-wide bonus for 2007–08 was paid during the first 
quarter of the 2008–09 financial year.

Based on performance in the 2007–08 financial year, we made a total payment of $181,772 in 
performance-based bonus payments to 79 eligible employees. A summary of performance payments 
is provided in table 25.

the new collective agreement that started on 13 April 2009 removed the agency bonus previously 
paid to all employees covered by our existing collective agreement and absorbed it within the final 
salary increases that were negotiated. 

individual performance pay was incorporated into base salaries as part of the conversion arrangements 
of all non-sEs AWA-covered employees to the conditions of the new collective agreement. the agency 
bonus was also incorporated into base salaries as part of the conversion arrangements.

pEER RECOGNITION

the collective agreement provides for a peer reward system, which supports our commitment to 
acknowledging and rewarding the outstanding performance of individuals and teams. the system 
gives staff the opportunity to recognise outstanding performance that demonstrates our core values. 

during the reporting year, 15 peer rewards were presented. the rewards acknowledged:

PP increased therapeutic use Exemption applications and phone enquiries

PP improved compliance levels

PP meeting anti-doping compliance provisions for the delivery of athlete and sport services

PP well planned and executed testing and intelligence programs leading up to the 2008 olympics 
and paralympic events

PP an education program within the pure performance program that exceeded expectations 

PP an outstanding effort by the staff representatives who negotiated a successful outcome on behalf 
of all AsAdA employees to reach a new collective agreement.
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sTAFF suRVEy

the AsAdA Employee survey was sent to all ongoing and non-ongoing employees in mid-March 2009 
(casual employees were not included). the survey has provided important data on employee attitudes 
to, and understanding of, a range of issues about working in the Aps and AsAdA, including work/
life balance, leadership, job satisfaction, and recruitment and retention. the data from the survey 
has been vital in helping the senior Management group identify and evaluate important leadership 
and management issues for AsAdA. this information has been assessed against the Australian 
public service Commission survey of Aps employees, allowing for some ‘reality checking’ of agency 
information.

RepoRtInG to  
tHe DopInG 
ContRol StAtIon
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WORkFORCE pLANNING, sTAFF TuRNOVER AND RETENTION

the process of forecasting workforce needs and determining the broad range of policies and 
processes that will create and sustain the workforce in line with AsAdA’s strategic plan has been  
the focus of initial workforce planning activities. 

We retain staff by offering broad-based positions adding job enrichment and the advantages of 
working in a small agency. 

during the last financial year, 85 per cent of employees were employed on an ongoing basis and  
15 per cent on a non-ongoing basis. 

staff turnover during 2008–09 was at a proportional rate of 24 per cent. separations were 
predominantly at the Executive level (El), with the majority attributed to staff seeking employment 
opportunities at other agencies to enhance their skill sets. in a small agency individual departures 
have a significant impact on statistics and can have a major impact on workplace arrangements.  
We anticipate that finalisation of our Workforce plan, including a succession plan, in the coming  
year will help to reduce the burden associated with the separation of staff from small work groups.

LEARNING AND DEVELOpMENT 

We re-aligned our learning and development (l&d) programs during the year, placing an emphasis 
on business, leadership and individual development to meet future workplace requirements. 

the introduction of a new performance Management system provided an avenue for employees to 
list their l&d requirements at the beginning of the reporting year and to have them included in the 
l&d program.

A major focus of our 2008–09 l&d program was an emphasis on leadership development for 
Aps5, Aps6, El1 and El2 staff through the commencement of a 10 month leadership development 
program. this program is aligned with qualifications in Certificate iv in government and the diploma 
of government. participants attend workshops, complete assignments and complete work-related 
projects to cover the competencies required to be an effective leader within the public sector. 
the program content and assessments are contextualised to AsAdA’s workplace, ensuring clear 
alignment with our vision and current business and strategic plans.

l&d programs attended by staff during 2008–09 included: 

PP corporate-wide training in oh&s essentials 

PP leadership training for El and sEs levels, as provided by the Australian public service Commission

PP how to give and receive feedback

PP communication and understanding behaviour

PP negotiation skills

PP budget and financial essentials training

PP record keeping training

PP an executive assistant course

PP time management training

PP oh&s hot topics

PP Excel, Word and powerpoint

PP tertiary support (five staff members)

PP Australia and new Zealand school of government Masters course.
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WORkpLACE DIVERsITy

our commitment to workplace diversity ensures a harmonious, safe and productive environment. to 
encourage diversity, we provide for:

PP removal of barriers in the recruitment process

PP recognition of the cultural and physical needs of all applicants in the selection process

PP promotion of merit-based selection

PP greater access to training and development opportunities.

our network of workplace diversity harassment contact officers promotes diversity, communicates 
preventative strategies, and provides advice and support to employees who may be involved in an 
incident involving harassment or bullying behaviour.

COMMONWEALTh DIsABILITy sTRATEGy

in line with the Commonwealth disability strategy, we continue to promote diversity by supporting 
employees who have disabilities by providing adaptive technology, convenient parking spaces and 
flexible work arrangements. 

OCCupATIONAL hEALTh AND sAFETy

during 2008–09 we continued to manage oh&s for all staff through the development of policies and 
procedures and a framework for oh&s management. this included:

PP the oh&s Committee, which met four times during the year

PP selection and training of four designated health and safety representatives 

PP training for all staff on oh&s essentials

PP incorporating oh&s information in our induction program

PP listing oh&s as a standing agenda item on the senior Management group monthly meetings.

ongoing recruitment and training of wardens, first aid officers, and health and safety officers took 
place to replace staff members who have vacated those positions. in recognition of the contribution of 
these officers, an increase to relevant allowances was negotiated in the collective agreement.

Flu vaccinations were made available to all staff, including casual employees. this is seen as a cost-
effective measure to help staff maintain good health and to provide productivity through a reduced 
requirement for personal leave.

As part of the l&d program, one-hour hot topic sessions were introduced to increase staff awareness 
of health and safety topics. these included:

PP Cpr

PP asthma, allergies and anaphylaxis

PP stroke and diabetes

PP sprains and injuries.

We continue to place great importance on oh&s and recognise the benefits of maintaining a safe 
and healthy work environment for all our employees. 
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suMMARy OF OuR FINANCIAL pERFORMANCE

our operating result for 2008–09 was a surplus of $0.351m, which compares favourably with the 
budgeted zero result. the outcome was mainly due to lower-than-budgeted supplier expenses, offset 
by higher-than-expected employee and write-down expenses.

our financial management focus continues to be on delivering maximum outputs within available 
funding and ensuring we continue to provide world-leading anti-doping programs through the 
efficient and effective use of resources.

While user-pays revenue increased by five per cent during 2008–09, overall revenue fell by  
three per cent, due to a reduction in appropriation revenue of four per cent (total revenue was 
$14.834m in 2007–08, $14.336m in 2008–09).

operating expenses fell by seven per cent to $14.012m ($15.148m in 2007–08). this was 
predominantly due to a significant reduction in supplier expenses, following a tightening of activity 
after the mid-year review, offset by a two per cent increase in employee expenses. the mid-year 
tightening of activity has provided us with capital funds for an expanded level of capital purchases  
in 2009–10 and 2010–11. 

We experienced a 16 per cent growth in net assets (from $2.924m in 2007–08 to $3.397m  
in 2008–09). the current assets/current liabilities ratio increased from 1.1 on 30 June 2008  
to 1.5 on 30 June 2009. 

GRANT pROGRAMs

A grant is an arrangement for the provision of financial assistance by the Commonwealth, under 
which public money is to be paid to a recipient other than the Commonwealth, which is intended to 
assist the recipient achieve its goals while promoting the Australian government’s policy objectives, 
and under which the recipient is required to act in accordance with any terms or conditions specified 
in the arrangement.

AsAdA did not issue any grants in 2008–09.
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AssET MANAGEMENT 

the non-financial assets are mainly the computer hardware and software needed to deliver our 
outputs, and leasehold improvements. our asset replacement strategy ensures that adequate budget 
and planning is in place for replacing assets as they come to the end of their useful lives.

the stocktake of fixed and intangible assets in 2008–09 confirmed their location and condition.

puRChAsING

in 2008–09, with the exception of a small number of instances as reported in the Certificate of 
Compliance, we complied with purchasing guidance in the Financial Management and Accountability 
Act 1997 and the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines.

during 2008–09 we replaced our Financial Management information system to provide enhanced 
functionality, especially reporting. the new financial processing arrangements, flowing from the 
change in Financial Management information system, further strengthen our financial accountability.

We have a purchaser/provider arrangement with the Australian sports drug testing laboratory (part 
of the national Measurement institute), the only laboratory in Australia with WAdA accreditation to 
conduct sample analysis for doping control in sport. the laboratory provides us with analytical and 
scientific services for our output 1.2 detection program.

through our procurement framework, staff are encouraged to consider value for money, encourage 
competition, and use resources efficiently and effectively.
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ENGAGEMENT OF CONsuLTANTs  
AND CONTRACTORs

CONsuLTANTs

our policies on the selection and engagement of consultants are in accordance with the 
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines. 

the most common reasons for engaging consultancy services are:

PP unavailability of specialist in-house resources in the short timeframe allowed

PP the need for an independent review

PP specialist skills and knowledge not available in-house.

during 2008–09, one new consultancy contract was entered into, involving total actual expenditure of 
$47,290. three consultancy contracts were active during the 2008–09 financial year, involving total 
expenditure of $142,678.

Table 11: Expenditure on new and existing consultancy contracts 2008–09

A new contracts during the period 1

B total expenditure on new consultancy contracts (gst-inclusive) $47,290

C number of ongoing (that is, pre-existing) consultancy contracts active during 
the period

3

d total expenditure on ongoing consultancy contracts during the period (gst-
inclusive)

$142,678

Table 12: Consultancy services let during 2008–09 of $10,000 or more

Consultant name Description Contract price selection process (1) Justification (2)

linda Webb human resource matter $50,000 direct source C
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ExpLANATION OF sELECTION pROCEss TERMs DRAWN FROM ThE COMMONWEALTh pROCuREMENT 
GuIDELINEs (DECEMBER 2008):

open tender: A procurement procedure in which a request for tender is published inviting all 
businesses that satisfy the conditions for participation to submit tenders. public tenders are generally 
sought from the Australian government Austender internet site.

Select tender: A procurement procedure in which the procuring agency selects which potential 
suppliers are invited to submit tenders. this procurement process may only be used in defined 
circumstances.

Direct Sourcing: A form of restricted tendering, available only under certain defined circumstances, 
with a single potential supplier or suppliers being invited to bid because of their unique expertise and/
or their special ability to supply the goods and/or services sought.

panel: An arrangement under which a number of suppliers, initially selected through an open tender 
process, may each supply property or services to an agency as specified in the panel arrangements. 
Quotes are sought from suppliers that have pre-qualified on the agency panels to supply to the 
government. this category includes standing offers and supplier panels where the supply of goods 
and services may be provided for a pre-determined length of time, usually at a pre-arranged price.

kEy FOR JusTIFICATION FOR DECIsION TO usE CONsuLTANCy 

A – skills currently unavailable within agency

B – need for specialised or professional skills

C – need for independent research or assessment

A list of consultancy services valued at $10,000 or more (that we let between 1 July 2008 and  
30 June 2009) is available on our website at www.asada.gov.au. information about our expenditure 
on contracts and consultancies is also available on the Austender website at www.tenders.gov.au. 

COMpETITIVE TENDERING AND CONTRACTING

our objectives in outsourcing services are to obtain value for money, encourage innovation, and 
improve accountability and performance in the service delivery process, in line with the Australian 
government procurement guidelines.

AuDITOR-GENERAL ACCEss

We have not entered into any contracts that exclude the Auditor-general from having access to 
our contractors.

ExEMpT CONTRACTs

there are no current contracts or standing offers that have been exempted from being published in 
Austender on the basis that they would disclose exempt matters under the Freedom of Information 
Act 1982.
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OVERVIEW

section 52 of the AsAdA Act and Clause 5 of the national Anti-doping (nAd) scheme outline 
the functions of the Australian sports drug Medical Advisory Committee (AsdMAC). these 
functions include:

PP giving approval for classes of athletes to use prohibited medications for legitimate 
therapeutic purposes 

PP conducting investigations and providing additional medical and scientific expertise to help 
determine positive test results 

PP providing expert medical advice to drug testing laboratories 

PP providing expert medical advice to anti-doping tribunals 

PP advising athletes and nsos about anti-doping issues and the wellbeing of athletes 

PP giving advice to AsAdA and the Australian sports Commission (AsC) on matters relating to anti-
doping and athletes’ health and wellbeing 

PP providing advice to AsAdA and AsAdA’s clients about sports medicine issues. 

A full statement of AsdMAC’s functions as prescribed in the AsAdA Act and nAd scheme is 
included in appendix K.

AsdMAC functions are subject to compliance with relevant legislation and regulation. regular audits 
highlight openness and transparency in decision-making, the highest standards of probity, integrity 
and a strong commitment to accountability. AsdMAC held five meetings during 2008–09.

AsdMAC complies with the World Anti-doping Code and the international standard for therapeutic 
use Exemptions (tuEs).

ThERApEuTIC AppROVALs FOR pROhIBITED suBsTANCEs

AsdMAC operates as the Australian therapeutic use Exemption Committee, providing approval for 
therapeutic use of prohibited substances to certain athletes if:

PP their national sporting organisation’s anti-doping policy allows for, or permits, the athlete to seek 
approval to use a medication prohibited in sport for a legitimate therapeutic purpose 

PP there is no alternative and permitted therapeutic substance available that could be prescribed to 
treat the athlete’s medical condition

PP there is no evidence that the athlete will gain a performance enhancement effect by using 
the substance. 

ASDMAC pRoVIDeS 
AppRoVAl  
FoR tHe 
tHeRApeutIC uSe  
oF pRoHIbIteD 
SubStAnCeS 
WHeRe ApplICAble
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AsDMAC MEMBERs

AsdMAC members operate in accordance with the powers and functions under the AsAdA Act, the 
AsAdA regulations and the nAd scheme.

Table 13: ASDMAC members

position Name Date ending
Meetings eligible  

to attend
Meetings  
attended

Chair prof Ken Fitch AM 28 november 2009 5 5

Member dr susan White 24 september 2010 5 5

Member dr peter harcourt oAM 24 september 2010 5 5

Member dr hugh hazard 31 october 2010 5 5

Member dr grace Bryant 30 June 2011 5 5

Member dr terry Farquharson 22 september 2010 4 4

prof ken Fitch AM

MBBs, Md, dsc (hon), FrACgp, FACrM, FACsM, FAsMF, FACsp

PP Adjunct professor, school of human Movement and Exercise science, Faculty of life sciences, 
university of Western Australia 

PP Member, international olympic Committee’s (ioC) Medical Commission 

PP Chairman, ioC games group 

PP Chairman, ioC’s therapeutic use Exemption Committee 

PP Chairman, ioC’s independent Asthma panel 

PP Member, Australian doping research panel 

PP Chairman, therapeutic use Committee, oceania regional Anti-doping organisation

PP Chairman, therapeutic use Committee, Commonwealth games Federation

PP Member, therapeutic use Committee, professional golfers Association European tour

PP Emeritus Consultant physician, sports Medicine, department of orthopaedic surgery, 
royal perth hospital. 

Dr susan White

MBBs (hons), FACsp, FAsMF

PP sports physician, olympic park sports Medicine Centre, Melbourne 

PP Member, Medical Commission, international Federation of netball Associations

PP Chief Medical officer, swimming Australia

PP Editorial Board, Clinical Journal of sports Medicine

PP Editorial Board, British Journal of sports Medicine

PP Member, Anti-doping panel, Cricket Australia

PP Member, Australian Football league tribunal (anti-doping) 

PP team physician, Australian swim team 

PP team physician, Melbourne vixens netball team. 
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Dr peter harcourt OAM

MBBs, FACsp, FAsMF, dip obs

PP sports physician 

PP Medical director, Australian Commonwealth games team, delhi, india

PP Medical Coordinator, victorian institute of sport 

PP Executive Manager, health services group (Worksafe and transport Accident Commission), victoria 

PP Chief Medical officer, Basketball Australia 

PP Medical Commissioner, Australian Football league 

PP Anti-doping Medical officer, Cricket Australia 

PP Chair, international Cricket Council Medical Committee and therapeutic use Exemption Committee

PP Federation internationale de Basketball Amateur Medical Council and therapeutic use 
Exemption Committee

PP team physician, Melbourne victory Football Club and southern dragons Basketball Club

PP senior Fellow, Faculty of law, university of Melbourne. 

Dr hugh hazard

MBBs, grad dip sports science, FACsp

PP sports physician 

PP team Medical officer, Country rugby league team

PP Medical Consultant, Bulldogs rugby league Club.

Dr Grace Bryant OAM

MBBs, grad dip sports science, FAsMF, FACsp, FFEsM (uK)

PP sports physician 

PP Chief Medical officer, Australian Women’s Water polo 

PP team physician, national netball Competition 

PP Member, Medical Commission, Australian Commonwealth games Association 

PP Member, Education Committee, sports Medicine Australia (nsW Branch) 

PP Member, international netball Medical panel.

Dr Terry Farquharson

B pharm, MBBs, M App sci, FAsMF, FACsp

PP sports physician 

PP sA sports Medicine Centre Clinical lecturer

PP university of Adelaide senior visiting Medical specialist 

PP Queen Elizabeth hospital Medical officer with norwood Football Club and south Australian 
national Football league 

PP Medical officer with south Australian Cricket Association and Cricket Australia. 
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AChIEVEMENTs

during the financial year ending 30 June 2009, AsdMAC:

PP processed 86 applications for tuEs between July 2008 and december 2008

PP processed 420 applications for tuEs between January 2009 (the implementation of the new 
World Anti-doping Code and the international standard for therapeutic use Exemptions) and 
June 2009

PP developed guidelines for the approval of:

> Beta-2 agonists

> non-systemic glucocorticosteroids

PP advised AsAdA on 27 testosterone/epitestosterone investigations

PP provided advice to AsAdA in relation to:

> the process of Beta-2 agonist tuEs

> AsAdA’s tuE fact sheets

PP developed and implemented new/updated procedures and forms in line with the Code

PP welcomed a new member, dr terry Farquharson, on 23 september 2008

PP was consulted during the preparation of the Australian government’s submission to WAdA’s 2010 
list of prohibited substances and prohibited methods

PP members prepared quarterly written advice for the Australasian College of sports physicians’ 
newsletter on various aspects of tuEs

PP prof Fitch presented at the Australasian College of sports physicians’ Annual Conference and the 
2008 Football Medicine Conference on asthma and Beta-2 agonists, focusing on experiences in 
Beijing 2008 and the changes to be introduced by WAdA in 2009.

AsdMAC’s tuE guidelines have been offered to responsible third parties such as tuE committees at 
the level of both the national anti-doping organisation and the international Federation.

REsOuRCEs

AsdMAC is funded through the AsAdA appropriation. A breakdown of the 2008–09 budget is 
as follows:

Table 14: ASDMAC budget 2008–09

Members’ and professional fees $105,014

Meetings and conferences $45,964

Administration and communication $14,230

totAl $165,208
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AppENDIx A: DOpING CONTROL sTATIsTICs 1998–99 
TO 2008–09

Table 15: Doping control statistics

year In-comp
% 

in-comp
Out-of- 
comp

% out-of- 
comp Total

user-
pays

% user-
pays

Govt-
funded

% govt- 
funded

98–99 1,705 36% 3,096 64% 4,801 2,380 50% 2,421 50%

99–00 2,452 43% 3,293 57% 5,745 2,424 42% 3,321 58%

00–01 1,758 28% 4,436 72% 6,194 2,702 44% 3,492 56%

01–02 2,486 36% 4,383 64% 6,869 3,020 44% 3,849 56%

02–03 1,960 31% 4,303 69% 6,263 2,707 43% 3,556 57%

03–04 2,443 37% 4,172 63% 6,615 2,819 43% 3,796 57%

04–05 1,741 28% 4,393 72% 6,134 2,285 37% 3,849 63%

05–06 2,814 37% 4,771 63% 7,585 3,038# 40% 4,547* 60%

06–07 2,916 42% 4,037 58% 6,953 2,376 38% 4,264 62%

07–08 3,168 48% 3,469 52% 6,637 2,395 36% 4,242 64%

08–09 3,122  42% 4,376  58% 7,498  3,286  44%  4,212  56%

notes:
*  government-funded tests for 2005–06 included 282 tests conducted under a specific Australian government-funded testing 

program in connection with the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth games.

# includes 1,005 user-pays tests conducted at the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth games.

doping control statistics from 1998–99 to 14 March 2005 were collected by the Australian sports drug Agency and reported  
in its annual reports.
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AppENDIx B: puBLICLy ANNOuNCED  
ANTI-DOpING RuLE VIOLATIONs 2008–09 

under the AsAdA Act and the nAd scheme, AsAdA is authorised to publish information on its 
register of Findings (roF) when:

PP AsAdA considers the publication to be in the public interest or has consent of the individual 
involved

PP a decision has been handed down by the relevant tribunal or a tribunal process has been waived 
or there is no tribunal process for the matter.

AsADA REGIsTER OF FINDINGs 

Below is an extract from our roF in relation to matters that had been publicly announced at  
30 June 2009.

We have made 29 entries onto the roF for 2008–09, of which 23 matters are concluded and had 
been publicly announced at 30 June 2009. the remaining six matters are ongoing and the final 
outcome is pending. they are designated as tBA (to be advised) in the outcome column in table 16.

please refer to our website for more information about the individual sanctions for these matters.

Table 16: Publicly announced anti-doping rule violations

sport substance name substance class Rule violation Outcome

Quarter 1 (1 July 2008 to 30 September 2008)

rugby league Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence and 
use

12-match sanction

Cycling Australia 
(BMX)

nandrolone
Metenolone
Methandienone
trenbolone
testosterone

s1. Anabolic Agents possession, use 
and Attempted 
use

two-year sanction

Basketball Australia stanozolol
Methandienone

s1. Anabolic Agents possession and 
use

two-year sanction

Quarter 2 (1 october 2008 to 30 December 2008)

Weightlifting 
Australia

Methandienone s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

two-year sanction

rugby league phentermine s6a. stimulants presence and 
use

two-year sanction

inBA Bodybuilding testosterone s1. Anabolic Agents possession and 
use

two-year sanction

Quarter 3 (1 January 2009 to 30 March 2009)

Cycling Australia nandrolone
drostanolone

s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

two-year sanction

rugby league Amphetamine
Methamphetamine

s6a. stimulants presence and 
use

two-year sanction
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sport substance name substance class Rule violation Outcome

inBA Bodybuilding n/A n/A Failure to comply 
with a request to 
provide a sample

two-year sanction

rugby league Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence and 
use

one-year sanction 
(second offence)

iFBB Bodybuilding human growth hormone s2. hormones and 
related substances

possession and 
use

(tBA)

inBA Bodybuilding oxilofrine s6b. stimulants presence and 
use

three-month 
sanction

Quarter 4 (1 April 2009 to 30 June 2009)

inBA Bodybuilding Furosemide
nandrolone
testosterone

s5. diuretics
s1. Anabolic Agents

presence and 
use

two-year sanction

inBA Bodybuilding nandrolone s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

two-year sanction

inBA Bodybuilding Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence three-month 
sanction

inBA Bodybuilding Anastrozole
testosterone

s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

two-year sanction

Baseball Australia Methylenedioxy 
methamphetamine 
(MdMA)

s6a. stimulants presence two-year sanction

rugby league Clenbuterol s1. Anabolic Agents Attempted use two-year sanction

triathlon Australia Methandrostenolone s1. Anabolic Agents Attempted use two-year sanction

inBA Bodybuilding 
and ice hockey 
Australia

Methandrostenolone
stanozolol

s1. Anabolic Agents possession, use 
and Attempted 
use

two-year sanction

Athletics Australia testosterone s1. Anabolic Agents possession and 
Attempted use

two-year sanction

shooting Australia Furosemide s5. diuretics presence and 
use

(tBA)

inBA Bodybuilding stanozolol s1. Anabolic Agents use two-year sanction

rugby league salbutamol s3. Beta-2 Agonist presence and 
use

Warning

rugby league Clenbuterol s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

two-year sanction

rugby league testosterone
nandrolone

s1. Anabolic Agents Attempted use (tBA)

surf lifesaving 
Australia

stanozolol s1. Anabolic Agents presence and 
use

(tBA)

Baseball Australia Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence and 
use

(tBA)

inBA Bodybuilding Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence and 
use

(tBA)
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 Table 17: Entries on Register of Findings 2007–08 where the outcomes were to be advised

sport substance name substance class Rule violation Outcome
Wrestling Finasteride s5. diuretics and 

other Masking Agents
presence and use two-year sanction

Cycling human growth hormone 
and Erythropoietin (Epo)

s2. hormones and 
related substances

Attempted use two-year sanction

rugby union dehydroepiandrosterone 
(dhEA) and testosterone

s1. Anabolic Agents Attempted use two-year sanction

Motor racing Cannabis s8. Cannabinoids presence and use six-month sanction
iFBB 
Bodybuilding

dhEA and testosterone s1. Anabolic Agents possession and use six-month sanction*

Equestrian Chlorthalidone s5. diuretics and 
other Masking Agents

presence and use one-year sanction

Cycling human growth hormone 
and dhEA

s1. Anabolic Agents
s2. hormones and 
related substances

use two-year sanction

* Currently subject to WAdA appeal
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AppENDIx C: INTERNATIONAL ANTI-DOpING AND 
DOpING CONTROL

Table 18: Government-to-government arrangements

Arrangements Type of arrangement purpose of arrangement

1. international Anti-doping 
Arrangement (iAdA)

Multi-lateral government agreement 
involving Australia, Canada, denmark, 
Finland, netherlands, new Zealand, 
norway, south Africa, sweden and the 
united Kingdom.

>   Contribute to practical, constructive, 
and consensus-based proposals to 
address key issues that arise in the 
international fight against doping in 
sport. 

>   provide for reciprocal testing 
agreements between iAdA member 
countries. 

2. Council of Europe 
Anti-doping Convention 

Multi-lateral government-to-government 
agreement involving 50 signatories – 
46 member states of the Council of 
Europe and four non-member states, 
including Australia.

>   provide for parties to cooperate in the 
fight against doping through doping 
control programs (not including drug 
testing services). 

3. unEsCo Convention 
Against doping in sport 

Multi-lateral government-to-government 
agreement ratified by 115 governments at 
30 June 2009.

>   provide for parties to cooperate in the 
fight against doping through doping 
control programs (not including drug 
testing services). 

>   oblige parties to adopt appropriate 
measures at the national and 
international levels that are consistent 
with the principles of the Code. 
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AppENDIx D: pOWERs OF ThE MINIsTER TO GIVE 
DIRECTIONs TO AsADA

under section 24 of the AsAdA Act, the Minister can give AsAdA the following directions:

24 MINIsTER MAy GIVE DIRECTIONs TO AsADA

(1) the Minister may, by legislative instrument, give directions to the AsAdA in relation to the 
performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.

 note: For variation and revocation, see subsection 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

(2) however, such a direction must not relate to:

(a) a particular athlete, or a particular support person, who is subject to the nAd scheme, or

(b) the testing of a particular athlete under an anti-doping testing service, or safety checking 
service, being provided by the AsAdA.

(3) the AsAdA must comply with a direction under subsection (1).
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AppENDIx E: AsADA’s FuNCTIONs, pOWERs  
AND DELEGATIONs

this appendix lists AsAdA’s functions, powers and delegations in accordance with the AsAdA Act. 
For an explanation of abbreviations used in this section, see the ‘list of abbreviations’ at the end of 
this report.

sECTION 21 – FuNCTIONs:

(a) such functions as are conferred on the AsAdA by part 2

(b) such functions as are conferred on the AsAdA by the nAd scheme

(c) to advise the AsC about sports drug and safety matters that should be included in any agreement 
under which the AsC gives money to a sporting organisation

(d) to advise the AsC about recognising a sporting organisation as being responsible for 
administering the affairs of a sport, or of a substantial part or section of a sport, in Australia

(e) to support, encourage, develop and implement initiatives that increase the skills and knowledge 
of people involved in sporting activities about sports drug and safety matters

(f) to support and encourage the sporting community to develop and implement comprehensive 
programs, and education initiatives, about sports drug and safety matters

(g) to support, encourage and conduct research about sports drug and safety matters

(h) to collect, analyse, interpret and disseminate information about sports drug and safety matters

(i) to encourage the development of ways for the states and territories, and sporting organisations, 
to carry out initiatives about sports drug and safety matters

(j) to cooperate with the states and territories, and with sporting organisations, to carry out initiatives 
about sports drug and safety matters

(k) to provide the following services under contract on behalf of the Commonwealth: 

(i) anti-doping testing services

(ii) safety checking services

(iii) other services (including information technology services) relating to sports drug and 
safety matters

(l) to make resources and facilities (including secretariat services and clerical assistance) available 
to the AsdMAC for the purposes of enabling the AsdMAC to perform its functions

(m) such other functions as are conferred on the AsAdA by this Act or any other law 
of the Commonwealth

(n) to advise the Minister about matters relating to any of the above functions

(o) to do anything incidental to or conducive to the performance of any of the above functions.

note: For sports drug and safety matters, see section 4.
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sECTION 22 – pOWERs:

(1) the AsAdA has power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection 
with the performance of its functions, other than the power: 

(a) to acquire, hold and dispose of real and personal property, or

(b) to enter into contracts, or section 47 – delegations:

(1) the AsAdA may, by writing, delegate any or all of its functions and powers to: 

(a) an AsAdA member, or

(b) a committee consisting of two or more AsAdA members, or

(c) a member of the AsAdA staff, or

(d) an individual whose services are made available to the AsAdA under section 50, or

(e) an individual appointed as a chaperone, or as a drug testing official, under the 
nAd scheme.

(2) subsection (1) does not apply to the power to make an instrument amending the 
nAd scheme.

(3) paragraphs (1)(a), (c), (d) and (e) do not apply to a function or power conferred by 
the nAd scheme if the function or power is declared by the nAd scheme to be a 
function or power that can only be delegated to a committee consisting of two or more 
AsAdA members.

(4) paragraph (1)(e) does not apply to a function or power unless it is conferred by the 
nAd scheme.

(5) A delegate must comply with any written directions of the AsAdA.

(6) the AsAdA must cause to be kept written records of a decision of a committee consisting 
of two or more AsAdA members if: 

(a) the committee has been delegated a function or power under paragraph (1)(b), and

(b) the decision relates to the delegated function or power.

(7) A record kept under subsection (6) is prima facie evidence that the decision was duly 
made as recorded if the record is signed by an AsAdA member who was a member of 
the committee at the time when the decision was made.

(8) A record kept under subsection (6) is not a legislative instrument.
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AppENDIx F: sTAFFING sTATIsTICs AT 30 JuNE 2009

Table 19: Full-time and part-time staff at 30 June 2009

ONGOING EMpLOyEE NON-ONGOING EMpLOyEE

Total

Full-time part-time Full-time part-time Casual

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

26 22 1 4 2 4 1 2 148 105 315

note: these figures indicate staff substantively employed by AsAdA at 30 June 2009, including temporary re-assignment of duties 
into the agency. these figures include the AsAdA Chair.

Table 20: Staff by classification groups and location at 30 June 2009

state Aps1 Aps2 Aps3 Aps4 Aps5 Aps6 EL1 EL2 sEs pEO* Total

ACt 1 3 11 11 6 12 5 1 1 51

nsW 2 1 3

nt 0

Qld 1 1

sA 0

tAs 0

viC 3 1 2 1 7

WA 0

total 0 1 3 17 12 9 13 5 1 1 62

* principal Executive officer
note: these figures indicate ongoing and non-ongoing staff substantively employed by AsAdA at 30 June 2009. 

Table 21: SES staff at 30 June 2009

sEs staff Male Female Total

sEs Band 1 1 0 1

total 1 0 1

note: these figures reflect nominal occupancy and do not include acting arrangements.
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Table 22: Staff in equal employment opportunity groups at 30 June 2009

Male Female Total staff (1)
DCLB1 and 

DCLB2 ATsI pWD Total staff (2)

48% 52% 100% 2

notes:
Total staff (1): ongoing and non-ongoing staff substantively employed at 30 June 2009. percentages of males and females relate to 
this total, excluding casuals
DCLB1: people from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds (first generation) 
DCLB2: people from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds (second generation)
ATSI: Aboriginal and torres strait islander people
PWD: people with a disability
Total staff (2): total number of staff who volunteered equal employment opportunity information, including no answers to questions. 
percentages of equal employment opportunity statistics have been derived from this total. 

Table 23: Salary ranges of employees

Classification

Collective agreement section 24(1) Determinations

salary range $ salary range $

Lowest highest Lowest highest

El2 $86,691 $113,958 $114,472 $131,815

El1 $79,351 $85,992 $91,098 $95,116

Aps6 $72,709 $79,350

Aps5 $64,669 $72,008

Aps4 $57,328 $64,568

Aps3 $46,835 $56,629

Aps2 $37,040 $46,834

Aps1 $32,099 $37,039

Table 24: Number of staff in collective agreement, Section 24(1) Determinations or AWAs

 
Classification

Collective 
agreement

section 24(1) 
Determinations AWA Total

sEs 0 0 1 1

El2 0 5 0 5

El1 10 3 0 13

Aps 1–6 42 0 0 42

total 52* 8 1 61*

* Excluding the one principal Executive officer
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Table 25: Agency performance payments 2007–08, paid in 2008–09

Classification
Number of  
staff paid

Aggregate  
amount $

Average  
amount $

Lowest  
payment $

highest  
payment $

sEs 2 $13,939    

El2 8 $34,535 $4,317 $2,720* $5,600

Aps1–El1 69 $133,298 $1,932 $36* $4,398

total 79 $181,772 $3,124#  

* includes pro rata payment for part of the year
# Average figure of all staff bonuses
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AppENDIx G: OCCupATIONAL hEALTh AND sAFETy 

the oh&s Committee continued to consolidate oh&s issues within the Canberra and state offices.

during 2008–09 we implemented an oh&s Framework and supporting policies and procedures to 
underpin oh&s duty of care to ensure the health, safety and welfare of our employees while they 
are at work. 

the following procedures have also been established to support health and safety management 
arrangements:

PP Working outdoors procedure

PP Electrical inspection and testing procedure

PP Managing driver Fatigue procedure

PP oh&s incident log procedure

PP health and safety representative training procedure

PP health and safety Committee Meeting procedure

PP health and safety selection procedure

PP oh&s internal investigation procedure.

oh&s initiatives during the year included:

PP a review and assessment of our offices, resulting in an upgrade of facilities in the Melbourne and 
sydney offices and an increased awareness of oh&s requirements in the Canberra office

PP inclusion of oh&s as a standing item on the senior Management Committee agenda 

PP further development of the oh&s component of our learning and development program to include 
compulsory oh&s essentials training for managers/supervisors and for non-management staff 

PP an increase in the number of paid health and safety representatives (by two) and provision of the 
necessary training 

PP an offer of flu vaccinations for ongoing and non-ongoing staff (as in the past) and, for the first 
time, an extension of the offer to casual staff 

PP development of a workplace plan to deal with the anticipated impact of h1n1 influenza 09. 

oh&s risk has continued to be at a low level due to our systematic approach to the management 
of oh&s plans, actions and procedures. during 2008–09, no incidents were reported to Comcare 
under section 68 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991.
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AppENDIx h: ADVERTIsING AND  
MARkET REsEARCh

in 2008–09 AsAdA paid $43,077 for advertising and market research. table 26 lists payments made 
during the financial year, as required by section 321A of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.

Table 26: Advertising and market research

Organisation service provided 
payment made in 

2008–09 ($) 

Creative advertising agencies no payments were made to creative advertising 
agencies during the 2008–09 financial year 

Market research

orima research survey of stakeholder views on AsAdA programs  
and services

2,750

Total market research 2,750

Direct mail organisations

national Mailing and Marketing storage and mailing of education materials 13,032

Total direct mail organisations 13,032

Media advertising organisations

recruitment advertising
hma Blaze

recruitment advertising 27,295

non-recruitment advertising no payments were made in relation to non-recruitment 
advertising during the 2008–09 financial year 

Total media advertising organisations 27,295

total 43,077
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AppENDIx I: ECOLOGICALLy susTAINABLE 
DEVELOpMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
pERFORMANCE

the following information is supplied in accordance with section 516A of the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

pRINCIpLEs OF ThE LEGIsLATION

section 3A of the Act sets out the principles of ecologically sustainable development. We have 
considered these principles in relation to our activities and administration of legislation, and we have 
assessed that the implications are minimal.

the effect we have on the environment is the energy-consuming impact of our four office spaces and 
our leased vehicles. 

MEAsuREs TAkEN TO MINIMIsE ENVIRONMENTAL IMpACT

We operate offices that remain well lit during the day on safety and security grounds. however, we 
implemented the following measures to minimise our environmental impact:

PP using power savers and auto switch-off features on equipment

PP providing paper recycling bins for all staff 

PP turning off computer monitors when they are not in use

PP encouraging fuel efficiency when using motor vehicles

PP continuing the lease of smaller, more fuel-efficient motor vehicles

PP participating in the greenfleet carbon emission offset program for all leased vehicles

PP recycling ink jets in printers. 

As part of our certified agreement, we have made environmental commitments that include all leased 
vehicles having greenfleet membership. this membership is also offered to staff members, with 
AsAdA contributing 50 per cent of the cost. 

We analyse our energy use annually to find ways of achieving further efficiencies. 
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AppENDIx J: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

the following section contains information required to be published under subsection 8(1)  
of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Foi Act). 

ORGANIsATION AND FuNCTIONs OF AsADA

the organisation and functions of AsAdA are set out in the ‘About us’ section (see page 7)  
and the ‘organisational structure’ at Figure 1 (see page 9).

ORGANIsATIONAL sTRuCTuRE AT 30 JuNE 2009

Decision-making powers

in 2008–09, the Chair and/or AsAdA members and/or AsAdA staff exercised decision-making 
powers under the following Acts, or parts of Acts:

PP Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 2006 (the AsAdA Act)

PP Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 2006

PP Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997 (the FMA Act), and

PP Public Service Act 1999.

Authorised freedom of information decision makers

AsAdA is an Australian government body corporate within the health and Ageing portfolio, however, 
AsAdA has sole responsibility for managing Foi policy and requests. the authority to provide access 
to documents or decisions imposing and remitting charges under the Foi Act is held primarily 
at El1 level through AsAdA’s senior lawyer/Freedom of information officer. the authority to conduct 
internal reviews of decisions that have been made generally rests with our sEs officers.

Arrangements for consulting external bodies or people 

AsAdA welcomes views and comments from members of the public and bodies outside the 
Commonwealth on its policy formulation and administration of AsAdA’s legislation. public 
consultation and consumer and stakeholder participation in policy formulation was widely 
encouraged at varying levels, across a range of areas of policy. Members of the public and bodies 
outside the Commonwealth can participate in policy formulation by forwarding requests to  
asada@asada.gov.au.

Categories of documents we maintain

We maintain records relating to our functions in various forms and locations. We retain records for 
varying periods, depending on their administrative and historical value, and we dispose of them in 
accordance with standards and practices approved by the national Archives of Australia. 

the following categories of documents were common throughout AsAdA in 2008–09:

PP briefing papers and minutes prepared for the Minister and senior staff

PP documents relating to the development of, and explanatory memoranda to Acts, regulations and 
other legislative instruments

PP documents relating to the administration of the national Anti-doping scheme
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PP internal administrative documents relating to staff management and our organisation and 
operation, including personnel records, organisational and staffing records, financial and resource 
management records, audit records, internal operating procedures, requests for tender, 
instructions, manuals and indexes

PP ministerial and agency responses to correspondence and parliamentary questions

PP inter-agency and general correspondence and papers

PP policy documents, including the development and implementation of government and 
departmental policy, recommendations and decisions

PP agreements, memoranda of understanding and contracts between the Commonwealth and other 
bodies and organisations

PP legal documents, including legislation, contracts, leases, instruments of delegation, legal advices 
and court/tribunal documents

PP requests for information under the Foi Act and files and papers relevant to the consideration of 
those requests

PP standard operating procedures and fact sheets

PP separate records of internal management meetings and teleconferences, such as agendas and 
minutes

PP correspondence with non-government parties (stakeholders)

PP records of meetings and teleconferences with external stakeholders, including agendas and 
minutes

PP financial reports, expenditure estimates and expenditure reports

PP technical manuals

PP statistics and databases

PP documents prepared by international bodies and agencies

PP reports prepared by other government agencies and consultants

PP documents submitted by third parties

PP AsAdA publications

PP training materials

PP media releases

PP committee records

PP mailing lists.

A selection of AsAdA publications is available to the public for a small fee. A list of these publications 
can be accessed via our website at www.asada.gov.au and a small number of publications can also 
be downloaded. 

FACILITIEs WE pROVIDE sO ThE puBLIC CAN OBTAIN physICAL ACCEss TO OuR DOCuMENTs

Facilities for inspecting documents to which access is given under the Foi Act are provided by 
AsAdA at its head office in Fyshwick, Australian Capital territory.

DEpARTMENTAL MANuALs

in accordance with section 9 of the Foi Act, a list has been compiled of unpublished manuals and 
other documents provided by the department of health and Ageing (including AsAdA) to officers to 
assist in making decisions or recommendations that affect the public. the list is available on request 
from the Freedom of information Coordinator or any office of the national Archives of Australia.
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION pROCEDuREs AND AsADA CONTACT DETAILs

A request for access to documents under the Foi Act must be in writing and accompanied 
by a $30 application fee and an address in Australia to which notices can be sent. in certain 
circumstances, the fee is not required or can be waived. 

to enable a prompt response, and to help us meet our obligations under the Foi Act, applicants 
should provide as much information as possible about the documents they are seeking. A phone 
number or an email address should also be included in case AsAdA officers need any clarification. 
Applicants may be liable to pay charges at rates prescribed by the Freedom of Information (Fees 
and Charges) Regulations.

Enquiries about submitting a formal request under the Foi Act should be directed to our Freedom 
of information Coordinator on (02) 6222 4200. requests should be sent to our head office and be 
made out as follows: 

Attention: Freedom of information Coordinator 
Australian sports Anti-doping Authority 
po Box 345
Curtin ACt 2605

in accordance with the Electronic Transactions Act 1999, Foi requests may be emailed to 
asada@asada.gov.au. however, as a request must be accompanied by an application fee, in most 
cases no action will be taken until the application fee is received or a request has been made for the 
remission of the application fee.

Table 27: ASADA freedom of information statistics

Matters on hand (start 
2008–09)

Requests received 
(2008–09)

Requests finalised 
(2008–09)

Requests outstanding  
(end 2008–09)

1 2 3 0

AsAdA did not receive any applications for internal review or AAt matters in 2008–09. 
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AppENDIx k: AusTRALIAN spORTs DRuG MEDICAL 
ADVIsORy COMMITTEE – FuNCTIONs

Following is an excerpt from the AsAdA regulations describing the functions of the AsdMAC.

CLAusE 5.01 NAD sChEME – FuNCTIONs OF AsDMAC 

1. the AsdMAC may investigate an adverse analytical finding for a sample given by an athlete to 
find out whether the result was caused by naturally occurring levels of the substance concerned. 

2. the AsdMAC may give an athlete approval, in accordance with the international standard for 
therapeutic use Exemptions, as amended and in force from time to time, to use a drug or doping 
method for therapeutic purposes. 

3. if an athlete has an approval for the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes, the AsdMAC may 
investigate the sample analysis result for a sample given by the athlete to find out whether the 
athlete has complied with the conditions of the approval. 

4. the AsdMAC may disclose to an athlete or support person: 
a) information arising out of the entry of the name of the athlete or support person on the 

AsAdA roF
b) information about a test on a sample given by the athlete: 

i. carried out by a sporting administration body other than at the request of AsAdA
ii. that has revealed the presence of a drug or doping method.

5. the AsdMAC may disclose to any relevant sporting administration body: 
a) information arising out of the entry of the name of an athlete or support person on the AsAdA 

register, or
b) information about a test on an athlete’s sample: 

i. carried out by a sporting administration body other than at the request of AsAdA
ii. that has revealed the presence of a drug or doping method.

6. if AsAdA asks the AsdMAC to review the procedures adopted by a sporting administration body 
for approving the use of a drug or doping method for therapeutic purposes, the AsdMAC may 
do so. 

7. if AsAdA consults with the AsdMAC in relation to whether an approval for the use of a drug for 
therapeutic purposes counts, the AsdMAC may investigate the approval and give its opinion 
to AsAdA. 

8. the AsdMAC may participate in a review or an appeal that is related directly or indirectly to a 
decision made by the AsdMAC: 
a) to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes
b) to refuse to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes.

9. the AsdMAC may give information to a sporting administration body that: 
a) is related to a drug testing program
b) is related directly or indirectly to a decision made by the AsdMAC: 

i. to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes
ii. to refuse to approve the use of a drug for therapeutic purposes.

10. however, the AsdMAC must not give information under subclause (9) unless the AsdMAC has 
taken reasonable steps to satisfy itself that the information disclosed will not be used or disclosed 
for other purposes. 
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AppENDIx L: AusTRALIAN spORTs DRuG MEDICAL 
ADVIsORy COMMITTEE – ThERApEuTIC usE 
ExEMpTIONs GRANTED

table 28 shows approvals granted by the AsdMAC to athletes for therapeutic use Exemptions 
between 1 July 2008 and 30 June 2009.

Table 28: Therapeutic Use Exemption applications 2008–09

sport Approved pending Rejected Withdrawn Incomplete

Approval 
not 

required Total 

Archery 1 0 0 0  0  0 1

Athletics 10 0 1 1  0 5 17

Australian Football 9 2 0  0  0 2 13

Baseball 6 0 1  0  0 5 12

Basketball 5 2 0  0 2 3 12

Beach volleyball 0 1 0  0  0  0 1

Billiards and snooker 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

Bobsleigh 0 0 0  0  0 1 1

Bocce 7 0 0  0  0 5 12

Bodybuilding 2 0 1  0  0  0 3

Boxing 1 0 0  0  0 3 4

Canoeing 1 0 1  0  0 1 3

Cricket 4 0 1  0  0 1 6

Cycling 24 5 2  0  0 11 42

diving 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

dragon Boating 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

Eightball 0 0 0  0  0 1 1

Equestrian 2 0 1  0  0  0 3

Football 6 2 0 1  0 3 12

goalball 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

golf 2 0 0  0  0  0 2

gymnastics 4 1 0  0  0 8 13

handball 0 0 1  0  0 1 2

hockey 5 4 0  0  0 10 19

ice hockey 2 0 0  0  0 11 13

ice skating 4 0 0  0 1 2 7
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sport Approved pending Rejected Withdrawn Incomplete

Approval 
not 

required Total 

inline hockey 4 0 0  0  0 1 5

inline skating 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

Kayaking 3 1 0  0  0 1 5

lawn Bowls 1 1 0 1 1 1 5

Modern pentathlon 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

Motor sport 38 5 0  0 4 26 73

Motorcycling 8 2 0  0  0 5 15

netball 4 3 0 1  0 4 12

polocrosse 1 0 0  0  0 1 2

powerlifting 4 1 1 0  0 5 11

roller sports 2 0 0  0  0 5 7

rowing 9 0 0  0 1 9 19

rugby league 7 1 0  0  0 7 15

rugby union 2 2 0  0  0  0 4

sailing 2 1 0  0 1 1 5

shooting 1 1 0  0  0 4 6

skating 0 0 0  0  0 2 2

skiing 0 0 0  0  0 1 1

softball 2 0 0  0 1 5 8

surf lifesaving 4 1 0  0  0 4 9

swimming 18 7 0  0 1 9 35

table tennis 2 0 0  0 1 2 5

taekwondo 0 0 0  0  0 1 1

ten pin Bowling 11 1 0 1  0 5 18

tennis 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

triathlon 8 0 2 1 1 6 18

underwater hockey 0 0 0  0  0 1 1

volleyball 2 0 0  0  0  0 2

Water polo 8 2 0  0 1 2 13

Weightlifting 1 0 0  0  0 1 2

Wrestling 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

yachting 1 0 0  0  0  0 1

unknown 0 0 0  0 0 1 1

totAl 246 46 12 6 15 183 508
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Table 29: Substances approved for therapeutic use

Acetazolomide indapamide

Adrenaline infusion iv

Amiloride insulin

Atenolol letrozole

Betaxolol hydrochloride Methylphenidate

Bisoprolol Metoprolol

Budesonide Midodrine

Buprenorphine Morphine 

Carvedilol nafarelin

Cortisone Acetate prednisolone

dexamethasone prednisone

dexamphetamine salbutamol

Eformeterol salmeterol

Endone somatropin

Fentanyl sotalol

Finasteride spironolactone

Fludrocortisone tamoxifen

Fluticasone terbutaline

Frusemide testosterone 

hydrochlorothiazide tibolone

hydrocortisone timolol

note: From 1 January 2009 Finasteride was permitted in sport.
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AppENDIx M: AsADA REsOuRCE sTATEMENT  
2008–09

Table 30: ASADA Resource Statement

(1) Actual available 
appropriations for 

2008–09
$’000

(2) payments made
$’000

Balance remaining 
(column 1 minus 

column 2)
$’000

ordinary annual services

Departmental appropriation

prior year departmental appropriation 1,196

departmental appropriation 12,806

s 31 relevant agency receipts 1,263

total 15,265 13,014 2,251

Administered expenses

total 0 0 0

total ordinary annual services 15,265 13,014 2,251
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ABBREVIATIONs

AAt Administrative Appeals tribunal

Adrv anti-doping rule violation

AFld Agence Française de lutte contre le dopage

AoC Australian olympic Committee

Aps Australian public service

AsAdA Australian sports Anti-doping Authority

AsC Australian sports Commission

AsdMAC Australian sports drug Medical Advisory Committee

AWA Australian Workplace Agreement

CAs Court of Arbitration for sport

dhEA dehydroepiandrosterone

El Executive level

Epo Erythropoietin

Foi freedom of information

iAdA international Anti-doping Arrangement

ioC international olympic Committee

iso international organization for standardization

ist international standard for testing

l&d learning and development

nAd national Anti-doping

nso national sporting organisation

oh&s occupational health and safety

opC office of the privacy Commissioner 

roF register of Findings

rtp registered testing pool

sEs senior Executive service

tBA to be advised

tdp test distribution plan

tuE therapeutic use Exemption

uKAd united Kingdom Anti-doping

unEsCo united nations Education science and Cultural organization

WAdA World Anti-doping Agency
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GLOssARy

Adverse analytical finding
A report from a laboratory or other approved testing entity that identifies in a specimen the presence 
of a prohibited substance or its metabolites or markers (including elevated quantities of endogenous 
substances) or evidence of the use of a prohibited method. 

Anti-doping organisation
An organisation responsible for adopting the rules to implement or enforce any part of the 
doping control process. Examples include the international olympic Committee, the international 
paralympic Committee, the World Anti-doping Agency, international federations, national anti-doping 
organisations and other major event organisations that conduct testing at their events.

Athlete
see the national Anti-doping scheme definition for the legal definition. For the purposes of doping 
control, an athlete is a person participating in sport at international level or national level or at a lower 
level if designated by a national anti-doping organisation. For the purposes of anti-doping information 
and education, an athlete is a person participating in sport under the authority of any organisation 
that has signed or accepts the Code, or the government.

Athlete support personnel
including, but not limited to, any coach, trainer, manager, agent, team staff, official, medical or 
paramedical personnel, working with or treating athletes in or preparing for sports competition.

Chaperone
A casual staff member representing AsAdA under the direction of the doping Control officer, 
responsible for notifying athletes of their selection for doping control, keeping the athlete in sight  
at all times from notification until the completion of the sample collection process. the chaperone  
will be the sole party in witnessing the provision of the sample leaving the athlete’s body into a 
collection vessel.

Code (the)
‘the Code’ is the short form of the World Anti-doping Code.

Doping control
the process that includes test distribution planning, sample collection and handling, laboratory 
analysis, results management, hearings and appeals.

Doping Control officer
An AsAdA staff member who is responsible for the entire doping control session. they undertake all 
paperwork during the session, manage and direct the chaperones, distribute athlete allocations and 
ensure the doping control session is completed in line with policies and procedures.
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In-competition test
unless provided for otherwise in the rules of an international federation or other anti-doping 
organisation, an in-competition test is a test where an athlete is selected for testing in connection 
with a specific competition.

Marker
A compound, group of compounds or biological parameters that indicate the use of a prohibited 
substance or prohibited method.

Metabolite
Any substance produced by a biotransformation process.

Minor
A person who has not reached the age of majority as established by the applicable laws of his or her 
country of residence.

national anti-doping organisation 
the entity (or entities) designated by each country as possessing the primary authority and 
responsibility to adopt and implement anti-doping rules, direct the collection of samples, the 
management of test results, and the conduct of hearings, all at the national level. if this designation 
has not been made by the competent public authority(ies), the entity shall be the country’s national 
olympic committee or its designee. AsAdA is Australia’s national anti-doping organisation.

no-advance-notice test 
A doping control that takes place with no advance warning to the athlete.

out-of-competition test 
Any doping control that is not undertaken during a competition.

prohibited list
the list identifying the prohibited substances and prohibited methods.

prohibited method
Any method so described on the prohibited list.

prohibited substance
Any substance so described on the prohibited list.

Registered testing pool
the pool of athletes who must provide daily whereabouts information to AsAdA.

Register of Findings 
A register established under the AsAdA Act, and maintained by AsAdA under the national Anti-
doping scheme, on which AsAdA enters the relevant details and its findings.
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Sample/specimen
Any biological material collected for the purposes of doping control.

target testing
selection of athletes for testing where specific athletes or groups of athletes are selected on a non-
random basis for testing at a specified time.

testing
the parts of the doping control process involving test distribution planning, sample collection, sample 
handling, and sample transport to the laboratory.

trafficking
to traffic is to sell, give, administer, transport, send, deliver or distribute a prohibited substance or 
prohibited method to an athlete either directly or through one or more third parties, but excluding the 
sale or distribution (by medical personnel or by persons other than an athlete’s support personnel) of 
a prohibited substance for genuine and legal therapeutic purposes.

World Anti-Doping Code
the Code adopted by the Foundation Board of the World Anti-doping Agency on 5 March 2003 at 
Copenhagen, as amended from time to time. this document is internationally recognised as the basis 
for doping control. the Code communicates to stakeholders a standard global response to doping in 
sport. A new, revised Code was implemented on 1 January 2009.
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COMpLIANCE INDEx

Description Requirement page

letter of transmittal Mandatory iii

table of contents Mandatory v

index Mandatory 147

glossary Mandatory 139

Contact officer(s) Mandatory ii

internet home page address and internet address for report Mandatory ii

Review by Chair

Message from the Chair Mandatory 2

summary of significant issues and developments suggested 2

overview of department’s performance and financial results suggested 2

outlook for following year suggested 6

significant issues and developments – portfolio portfolio departments – 
suggested

nil to 
report

organisational overview

overview description of organisation Mandatory 7

role and functions Mandatory 8

organisational structure Mandatory 9

outcome and output structure Mandatory 18

Where outcome and output structures differ from pBs format, details of 
variation and reasons for change

Mandatory 18

portfolio structure portfolio departments – 
mandatory

nil to 
report

Report on performance

review of performance during the year in relation to outputs and 
contribution to outcomes

Mandatory 19

Actual performance in relation to performance targets set out in pBs/pAEs Mandatory 19

performance of purchaser/provider arrangements if applicable, mandatory nil to 
report

Where performance targets differ from the pBs/pAEs, details of both 
former and new targets, and reasons for the change

Mandatory 18

narrative discussion and analysis of performance Mandatory 19

trend information suggested nil to 
report

Factors, events or trends influencing departmental performance suggested nil to 
report

significant changes in nature of principal functions/services suggested nil to 
report
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Description Requirement page

performance against service charter customer service standards, 
complaints data, and the department’s response to complaints

if applicable, mandatory 48

social justice and equity impacts suggested 47

discussion and analysis of the department’s financial performance Mandatory 60

discussion of any significant changes from the prior year or from budget suggested nil to 
report

Agency resource statement and summary resource tables by outcomes Mandatory 135 and 19

developments since the end of the financial year that have affected or 
may significantly affect the department’s operations or financial results in 
future

if applicable, mandatory nil to 
report

Management Accountability

Corporate governance Mandatory 42

statement of the main corporate governance practices in place Mandatory 42

names of the senior executive and their responsibilities suggested 15

senior management committees and their roles suggested 44

Corporate and operational planning and associated performance reporting 
and review

suggested 42

Approach adopted to identifying areas of significant financial or 
operational risk and arrangements in place to manage risks

suggested 45

Agency heads are required to certify that their agency comply with the 
Commonwealth Fraud Control guidelines

Mandatory 46

policy and practices on the establishment and maintenance of 
appropriate ethical standards

suggested 47

how nature and amount of remuneration for sEs officers is determined suggested 43

external Scrutiny

significant developments in external scrutiny Mandatory 49

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals Mandatory 49

reports by the Auditor-general, a parliamentary Committee or the 
Commonwealth ombudsman

Mandatory 49

Management of Human Resources

Assessment of effectiveness in managing and developing human 
resources to achieve departmental objectives

Mandatory 51

Workforce planning, staff turnover and retention suggested 55

impact and features of collective agreements, determinations, common 
law contracts and AWAs

suggested 51

training and development undertaken and its impact suggested 55

occupational health and safety performance suggested 56

productivity gains suggested 51

statistics on staffing Mandatory 122

Collective agreements, determinations, common law contracts and AWAs Mandatory 123

performance pay Mandatory 124
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Description Requirement page

Asset management

Assessment of effectiveness of asset management if applicable, mandatory 61

purchasing

Assessment of purchasing against core policies and principles Mandatory 61

Consultants

Consultant summary statement Mandatory 62

Australian national Audit office Access Clauses

Absence of provisions in contracts allowing access by the Auditor-general Mandatory 63

exempt contracts

Contracts exempt from the Austender Mandatory 63

Commonwealth Disability Strategy

report on performance in implementing the Commonwealth disability 
strategy

Mandatory 56

Financial Statements

Financial statements Mandatory 64

other Information

occupational health and safety (section 74 of the occupational health 
and safety Act 1991)

Mandatory 125

Freedom of information (subsection 8(1) of the Freedom of information 
Act 1982)

Mandatory 128

Advertising and Market research (section 311A of the Commonwealth 
Electoral Act 1918)

Mandatory 126

Ecologically sustainable development and environmental performance 
(section 516A of the Environment protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999)

Mandatory 127

grant programs Mandatory 60

Correction of material errors in previous annual report if applicable, mandatory nil to 
report
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A

accreditation of field staff, 34

Administrative Appeals tribunal (AAt), 13, 18, 
37, 38, 49, 130

advertising and market research, 126

Agence Français de lutte contre le dopage, 29

agency bonus (performance payments), 53, 124

Agency Budget statement, 18

Amsterdam university of Applied science, 29

anabolic steroids, 34, 36

anti-doping education, see education program

anti-doping framework, 10

Anti-doping handbook, 24

anti-doping policies, 10, 20, 21, 24, 26

Anti-doping programs and legal services 
group, 43, 44

Anti-doping rule violation (Adrv) Committee, 
11, 13–14, 37

anti-doping rule violations (Adrvs), 37–39, 
115–117

Aps integrated leadership system, 52, 53

Aps values and Code of Conduct, 42, 47, 53

AsAdA Act, see Australian Sports Anti-Doping 
Authority Act 2006

AsAdA Certified Agreement 2006–09, 44, 53

AsAdA Collective Agreement 2009–12, 44, 
51–52, 53, 56, 123

AsAdA hotline, 25, 35

AsAdA strategic plan 2008–11, 5, 11, 14, 42, 
47, 51, 55

assets, 60, 61

Association of national Anti-doping 
organisations, 2, 29, 33

Athlete outreach sessions, 22–23

Athlete testing guide, 24

Athlete Whereabouts policy, 11, 25

attendees at AsAdA seminars and workshops, 
22–23, 26

Audit Committee, 43, 46, 47

Auditor-general, 49, 63

audits, 45 
 Auditor-general reports, 49 
 iso 9001:2008 compliance, 2, 37, 49 
 see also internal audits

Australasian College of sports physicians, 111

Australian Customs and Border protection 
service, 3, 4, 27, 29, 35, 36

Australian Government Cost Recovery 
Guidelines, 45

Australian government Employment Bargaining 
Framework, 51

Australian government solicitor, 43

Australian national Audit office, 43, 45

Australian olympic Committee (AoC), 2, 6, 12, 
14, 15, 23, 27, 29, 

Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority Act 
2006, 6, 7, 38, 128
  functions, powers and delegations, 11, 13, 

120–121 
stakeholder awareness, 21

Australian sports drug Medical Advisory 
Committee, 28, 108–111, 131–134

Australian sports drug testing laboratory, 61

Australian therapeutic use Exemption 
Committee, 108

Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs), 43, 52

Australian youth olympic Festival, 27

ALphABETICAL INDEx
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Beijing olympics and paralympics, 2, 5, 23,  
31, 33, 34 
 pure performance program, 27–28, 29

Black, John, 11, 12, 13-14

blood samples collected, 32

Bryant, dr grace, 109, 110

budget, see finance

business continuity plans, 46

business plans, 42, 45

C

Case Management intelligence system, 35

certified agreement, 44, 53

Chair, 11, 12, 43, 44, 46, 128 
  attendance at Adrv Committee  

meetings, 13–14 
international engagement, 28, 29 
message from, 2–6 
remuneration, 53

Chaperones, 27, 34

Chief Executive instructions, 45

Chief Executive officer, 43

Chief Financial officer, 43, 44

Chief operating officer, 43, 44

Clark, Jennifer, 11, 12, 13–14, 43

classification of staff, 122, 123–124

Coaching Workshops, 22–23

Code, see World Anti-doping Code

collective agreement, 5, 14, 44, 51–52, 53, 56, 123

Comcare, 46, 125

Comcover, 46

Commonwealth disability strategy, 56

Commonwealth ombudsman reports, 50

communications and marketing, 26–27

Community and public sector union, 44, 51

community sports, 23

complaints procedures, 47

conferences and other forums, 28–29, 111 

 Code implementation Forums, 26 
 Education service Charter programs, 22–23

consultants and contractors, 62–63

corporate governance, 42–48

corporate planning, 42

Corporate services group, 43

costs, see finance

Customer service Charter, 47, 48

D

deloitte, 34, 37, 43, 47

department of Education, Employment and 
Workplace relations, 51

department of Finance and deregulation, 45

department of health and Ageing, 6, 15, 44, 
45, 129

detection program, 4, 18, 19, 30–36, 61

deterrence program, 3–4, 18, 19, 21–29

direct mail organisations, 126

directors, 43, 44, 46, 47

disability, staff with, 56

diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, staff 
from, 123

documents, categories of, 128–129

Doping control guide, 24

doping Control officers, 5, 27, 34

E

ecologically sustainable development and 
environmental performance, 127

education program, 3–4, 21, 22–24, 53 
 Australian youth olympic Festival, 27 
 performance, 21 
 staff learning and development, 55, 56

education resources, 24

employees, see staff

employment agreements, 43, 44, 51–52,  
53, 56, 123

energy consumption, 127

Enforcement program, 5, 18, 19, 37–39
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epitestosterone/testosterone investigations, 111

equal employment opportunity staff groups, 123

equity, see social justice and equity

ethical standards, 47

evaluation and reviews, 44–45 
 education programs, 21, 23, 126 
 occupational health and safety, 125 
 staff survey, 54 
 see also internal audits

Executive level (El) staff, 55, 122, 123, 124

exempt contracts, 62

expenditure, see finance

external scrutiny, 37, 49–50

F

Farquharson, dr terry, 109, 110, 111

Federal Court of Australia appeal, 37, 38, 49

female staff, 122, 123

field staff, accreditation of, 34

finance, 60–105, 135 
  Australian sports drug Medical Advisory 

Committee, 111 
cost recovery review, 45 
outcome resources, 19 
risk management, 45–46 
see also remuneration

Financial Management and Accountability Act 
1997 (FMA Act), 7, 11, 43, 61, 128

Financial Management and Accountability 
orders, 43

Financial Management information system, 61

financial statements, 64–105

Fitch, prof Ken, 109, 111

Fraud Control plan, 46

freedom of information, 128–130

French Anti-doping Agency, 29

full-time staff, 122

functions and powers, 8, 120–121 
  Anti-doping rule violation Committee, 13 

Australian sports drug Medical Advisory 
Committee, 108

G

gender of staff, 122, 123

general Managers, 43, 44, 45, 47

goals, 42

governance, 42–48

government-funded tests, 30, 31, 33, 114 
 with no-advance-notice, 32

grant programs, 60

groups, 43

h

h1n1 influenza, 125

harassment contact officers, 56

harcourt, dr peter, 109, 110

hazard, dr hugh, 109, 110

health and safety, 44, 56, 125

highlights, 14

hma Blaze, 126

hotline service, 25, 35

human resources, 44 
 see also staff

I

in-competition tests, 31, 33, 114

incident reports, 35

incidents reported to Comcare, 125

information technology, 46 
 see also internet and online services

Information wallet card, 24

ings, richard, see Chair

intelligence, see investigations and intelligence

internal audits and auditor, 30, 43 
 Enforcement program, 37 
 field testing staff accreditation, 34 
 internal Audit plan, 45, 47 
 it governance Framework, 46

international Anti-doping Arrangement steering 
group, 2, 28

international engagement, 28–29, 118
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international standard for testing (ist), 7, 25, 
26, 30, 31, 34, 48

international organization for standardization 
(iso) 9001:2008 certification, 2, 37, 48, 49

internet and online services, 25, 27 
 Code sub-site, 26 
 website page views, 24

investigations and intelligence, 3, 27, 31, 34, 
35–36, 111

isaacs, Kevin, 15

it disaster recovery plan, 46

J

Janeczko, richard, 4

judicial decisions, 49

k

Kennedy, peter, 43

 L

lawler, david, 43

leadership proficiencies, 53, 55

learning and development, see education 
program

leased vehicles, 127

legal services, 13, 43 
 referrals to, 35

levy, geoffrey, 11, 13-14, 43

live Clean, play Clean program, 23, 27

livingstone, nicole, 11, 13-14

location of staff, 122

london olympics, 5

M

Mclachlan, professor Andrew, 11, 12, 13–14

male staff, 122, 123

management and accountability, 42–56

market research, 126

marketing and communications, 26–27

media, 26, 27, 35, 49

media advertising organisations, 126

Medicare Australia, 49

Medications reference guide, 24

meetings, 11 
  Anti-doping rule violation (Adrv) 

Committee, 13–14 
Audit Committee, 43 
Australian sports drug Medical  
Advisory Committee, 108, 109 
occupational health and safety  
Committee, 56

members, 11–14 
  Anti-doping rule violation Committee, 

13–14, 37

Minister, 7, 11, 26, 53 
 powers to give directions, 119

Mission, 7

N

nair, geetha, 15

national Anti-doping (nAd) scheme, 3, 7, 11, 
20, 21, 26, 30, 31, 35, 37, 108, 109, 115 
  Australian sports drug Medical Advisory 

Committee functions, 131

national Mailing and Marketing, 126

national Measurement institute, 34, 61

national pharmacies, 23

national testing program, see testing

no-advance-notice testing, 25, 31, 32

non-financial assets, 61

non-ongoing staff, 51, 54, 55, 122

non-salary benefits, 52

non-systemic glucocorticosteroids, 111

O

occupational health and safety, 56, 125

occupational health and safety Committee, 44, 56

office of privacy Commissioner report, 49–50

olympics and paralympics, 5, 33, 53 
 Beijing, 2, 23, 27–28, 29, 31

ombudsman reports, 50

ongoing staff, 51, 54, 55, 122
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operating result, 60

operational planning, 5, 42

organisation and structure, 7–15 
 outcome and output structure, 18 
 senior executive arrangements, 43

orima research, 126

out-of-competition testing, 25, 31, 33, 114

outcome and outputs, 18–39

outlook, 15

p

pacific school games, 26, 27

paper recycling, 127

paralympics, see olympics and paralympics

parliament and parliamentary committees, 20, 21 
26, 50

part-time staff, 122

participants at AsAdA seminars and workshops, 
22–23, 26

pay, see remuneration

peer recognition, 53

performance and image Enhancing drug 
referrals, 4, 35

performance information, 18, 21, 30, 37

performance Management system, 47, 52–53, 55

performance payments, 53, 124

performance report, 18–39

planning, 42, 45–46 
 h1n1 influenza impact, 125 
 internal audits, 45, 47 
 workforce, 55

play the game Conference, 29

police forces, 35

policy templates, 21, 26

powers, 121 
 Minister, 119

privacy Commissioner report, 49–50

prohibited list, 11, 26, 28

Prohibited substance and method guide, 24

protective security, it, 46

Public Service Act 1999, 7, 11, 43, 128
 section 24(1) determinations, 43, 52, 123 
 values and Code of Conduct, 8, 47, 53

publications, 24, 26, 28, 129

purchaser/provider arrangements, 61

purchasing, 61

pure performance Athlete Workshops, 22–23

Pure performance in sport dvds, 24

pure performance programs, 27–28, 29

pure performance seminar program, 22–23

q

quality management, 48

R

record keeping, 47–48

recycling, 127

register of Findings (roF), 4, 37, 38–39, 49, 
115–117

registered testing pool (rtp), 25

remuneration, 51–52, 123 
 performance payments, 53, 124 
 senior executives, 43

Remuneration Tribunal Act 1973, 53

responsible Minister, see Minister

retention of staff, 55

revenue, see finance

reviews, see evaluation and reviews

risk management, 45–46

role, see functions and powers

rotterdam university of Applied science, 29

rule violations, see anti-doping rule violations

s

safety, 44, 56, 125

salaries, see remuneration

sample collection, see testing

sando, dr Brian, 11, 12, 13–14

satisfaction of education service stakeholders, 
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21, 23

school sports, 23 
 pacific school games, 26, 27

section 24(1) determinations, 43, 52, 123

security of it, 46

seminars, see conferences and other forums

senate standing Committee on regulations and 
ordinances, 26

senior Executive service (sEs) staff, 52, 122, 124

senior Management group, 44, 45, 46, 54, 56

separations of staff, 55

social justice and equity, 47 
 workplace diversity, 56, 123

sporting tribunals, 15, 18, 37, 38 

staff, 51–57, 122–125 
 average level, 19 
 expenses, 60 
 senior executive, 43

staff learning and development, 55, 56

staff survey, 54

staff turnover and retention, 55

state government user-pay contracts, 33

state offices, 122, 125

state police forces, 35

steroids, 34, 36

strategic Audit plan, 47

strategic plan 2008–11, 5, 11, 42, 47, 51, 55

T

tank, 27, 34

target testing, 29, 32, 34

telephone hotline, 25, 35

test distribution plan (tdp), 11, 31, 33

testing, 31–34, 114–117 
 see also user-pays tests

testosterone/epitestosterone investigations, 111

therapeutic use exemptions (tuEs), 25, 48 108, 
111, 132–134

think tank seminar, 28

tip-offs, 34, 35

tour down under, 26, 27

turnover of staff, 55

u

uK sport Anti-doping Conference, 29

union Cycliste internationale tour down under, 
26, 27

user-pays tests, 33, 114 
 contracts, 32 
 revenue from, 60

V

values, 8, 42, 47, 53 

vancouver olympics, 6, 33

victorian department of Education and Early 
Childhood development, 23

vision, 7

W

Webb, linda, 62

website, see internet and online services

White, dr susan, 109

women staff, 122, 123

workforce planning, 55

workplace diversity, 56 
 equal employment opportunity groups, 123

workplace health and safety, 44, 56, 125

Workplace relations Committee, 44

workshops, see conferences and other forums

World Anti-doping Agency (WAdA), 2, 3, 11, 22, 
23, 28, 29, 33, 34, 49, 61

World Anti-doping Code, 3, 20, 31, 32, 34, 48, 
108, 111 
 implementation Forums, 26

World track Masters cycling event, 34

y

youth olympic Festival, 27
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